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Requirements
We live within nested and complex systems. We use cloud AI/ML/BI services to understand their

operation and future with 100 trillion gigabytes of yearly data volume we create, capture, copy

and consume (Domo 2022) (IONOS 2021). These services stress the most important system

we rely on, the biosphere (Monserrate 2022) (Strubell, Ganesh, and McCallum 2019) (Getzner,

Charpentier, and Günnemann 2023) (WHO 2021). We are responsible for the machines that

we build and operate to help us understand and manage our world, as well as the damage

the machines do; therefore, we must insist on understanding our telemetry against specific,

documented goals, and take action towards them as a species (Fuller 2016). Through human

cognition and agency, mapped against present and future systems, it is my hope that we will

avoid a cliff plunge that takes out large swathes of the complex life we share the biosphere with

(McPherson et al. 2023). ( ) Failing that, we can use these methods after the plunge, in the

next century, or the one beyond that, regardless (Snyder 1996). Fig. 1 maps features needed to

understand, build, fix, and implement new, complex systems in a resilient way.

Meaning
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How do we get there?

When will we arrive?

Why are we doing this?

Where are we going?
Where are the interactions?

What are the pieces?

Existing event streams for insight
Replay streams over time periods

BI, AI/ML stream and store
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Figure 1: System Resilience Requirements
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The word sustainability can be interpreted as maintaining our current lifestyles, e.g., replacing

gasoline cars with electric, as though single occupancy vehicles is something the biosphere can

handle with the complex supply chain behind them. Rather than sustainability, the focus of

this paper is on resilience, and assumes that disruptive change is inevitable, appearing in the

form of system crises. While resilience is normally a psychological term, the ideas translate

well to systems (Heshmat 2020). Resilience takes place at time of system crisis (Daniel 2014).

Understanding and preparing to tackle crises with the features in Fig. 1 facilitates resilience.

Green arrows show aspects that facilitate the primary ones, but there are lesser relationships

between all aspects. Establishing knowledge about a system requires communication and

collaboration. ( ) (  ) ( ) These three primary features define human civilization in general,

and how it ratchets forward. When cheap energy and materials are plentiful, they act as an

accelerant (Knowledge at Wharton Staff 2018) (Heinberg 2023). When they are less plentiful,

we experience system stress, and the three primary features are more about resilience than

accelerating civilization. (Levi and Cullen 2018) (Fix 2020) (Cline 2016) (Dyni 2006).

Availability - percentage of time usable

Capacity - expected volume and flow rates

Performance - expected speed

Scalability - ability to add volume and flow

RPO - data loss tolerance

Compatibility - expected integrations and formats

Portability - move components to other platforms

Manageability - keep running correctly and securely

Maintainability - facilitate fault and security changes

Extensibility - future feature expansion

RTO - outage duration tolerance

Security - unique security needs

Figure 2: Quality Requirements for Systems

There is an assumption in this pa-

per that collaborative system inquiry,

leveraging existing tools like BI and

AI/ML when prudent, is the most ef-

fective route to resilience (Anderson

and Burney 1999). There is another

assumption that fulfilling the feature

requirements for resilience leads to

better telemetry against documented

goals. I admit this is a form of opti-

mism, and does have some technolog-

ical bias; however, my analysis likely

yields many features that are familiar

and useful to the reader. ( ) At the

same time, it seems unlikely that a modern system analyst toolkit includes triples and semiotics.

This is why I’m taking the time to write this paper. The philosopher that first wrote about triples

also wrote about semiotics (Campbell, Olteanu, and Kull 2019) (Dürscheid and Meletis 2018)

(Burch 2022) (Petrilli 2015) (Palmolive 1978). I’m not competing with tools; I’m adding some,

along with perspective. Triples and semiotics do not require machine cognition, but extensibility

to machine cognition is a benefit (McCallum and Henshaw 1855). ( )

( ) Fig. 2 lists system quality requirements. A cloud vendor might promise only three nines of

availability. ( ) Coupled with external infrastructure availability, like office power or network

connectivity, many organizations are running at two nines of availability. If the system is down,

slow, locks up, or the user loses data, quality requirements all of a sudden become the most

important aspects. For the analyst, there is a bit of crystal ball reading involved with them. What

kinds of things can happen that will reveal that the quality of the system is a problem? How does

the system deal with the eight fallacies of distributed computing (Jausovec, Peter 2020) (Van Den

Hoogen, Ingrid 2007)? If data is maliciously or accidentally corrupted or deleted in the system,

and isn’t discovered for several months, then how is it recovered? Many backup systems do
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not account for this, yet it is a key part of RPO requirements (Sharma 2020). ( ) ( ) Quality

requirements may be considered historically with the existing system (as-is), or for a future system

(to-be). A CRM system might have a past availability of 99.5%, but a to-be requirement of 99.99%.

( ) Notice the breadth and likely changing nature of requirements. In the case of availability, it

is quite likely that when the system does have performance or availability problems, the sponsor

and stakeholders will want a deep dive on why their expensive initial system investment with

increasing monthly fees is less usable than the previous system. An analyst, whether dedicated,

or rolled under a developer role, will need to wheel out the requirements and analysis, mapped

against the design, and refine (Schaffer,Erin 2023). This might be the point where the organization

values availability and performance enough to pay for cloud agnostic or local-first architectures,

or even double down on cloud (Sharma 2019) (Kleppmann et al. 2019). ( ) ( ) This flexibility

is where triples shine, as they can be added in and changed anywhere in the original capture

of requirements without significant rework, nor a loss of established small facts. (  ) ( ) The

system used to collaboratively model, understand, operate and improve systems has many of

the same requirements as the system being analyzed. This is what Triple System Analysis (3SA)

does, and so I will detail resilience features and quality requirements of 3SA. This will help the

reader understand the application of the aspects, implement 3SA for their own application, and

get acquainted with my use of emoji for brevity and cognition.

Whiteboard and Stickies

Figure 3: Whiteboard and Stickies

The Whiteboard and Stickies collaborative business anal-

ysis technique is a crude version of 3SA, but it illustrates

many of the same features. An analyst gathers users

and experts of a system in a room with stacks of colored

sticky note pads, and prompts the attendees to lay out

aspects of the as-is or to-be system by writing small bits

of information on the notes and sticking them on a white-

board for overall visualization. The analyst serves as a

ringmaster (Teoh 2012). (  ) ( ) The main reason this

works so well is that it is collaborative without the burden

of dense jargon or existing description of the system. (  )

( ) This method works well as far as communication for

those present at the meeting, but there are limits to the

collaboration, as it is all within a local room. Collabora-

tion virtually is possible, but difficult. ( ) Meaning is often encoded with color and text of the

stickies, as well as text on the whiteboard. All may contribute. (  ) There is instant validation

of gathered information. ( ) If somebody puts up a sticky note that is inaccurate, it is easy

to correct. (  ) ( ) There is a real-time update of the output of the group. ( ) There is little

control of meaning, as it is whatever people put on the notes. ( ) It is guided by the analyst, but

there is usually no prior schema, which is a disadvantage as far as common, re-used meaning.

There is an overall visual order (map). (  ) Sometimes the map is in swimlane form; sometimes

it is more chaotic. The map usually needs to be expressed in a different form for knowledge

re-use. Knowledge is captured on the whiteboard itself, so persistence requires taking a picture
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or rolling the whiteboard into another room to process for future storage and visualization. (  )

( ) Capturing the knowledge is labor intensive, and the analyst is often the bottleneck. 3SA is

an alternative to this method, that provides many of the same benefits. The whiteboard and

stickies technique is extensible to 3SA; however, I provide technical solutions that make using

3SA as a direct replacement appealing, despite the added complexity. I will discuss the feature

and quality requirements as applicable to 3SA, but they also apply to the system under analysis,

using the techniques and tools of 3SA. Triples and semiotics (emoji) distinguish 3SA from the

Whiteboard and Stickies method (Gorman 2014).

 Triples

Object
Predicate

Subject

monitor  has_resolution  1920 X 1080 

Figure 4: Example Triple

I discovered triples as I struggled to communicate about

complicated systems with increasingly specialized engi-

neers. I found that while I couldn’t find anybody who

could answer questions about the overall system, it was

relatively easy to establish small facts. As I tried to visu-

alize the facts in an automated way, I realized that the

bioinformatics field had tools that could help, and that

my previous career success with data flow was related (Shannon et al. 2003). Triples decompose

systems into small facts that can be easily established and collaborated on iteratively. The most

famous example is the Gene Ontology, but the concept goes back to the 1800s (Consortium

2023) (Peirce 1878).

Figure 5: Eats Graph

Fig. 4 illustrates the triple “mon-

itor has_resolution 1920X1080”.

The subject is “monitor”, the

predicate is “has_resolution”,

and the object is “1920X1080”.

(  ) Triples can be assembled as

a graph to visualize a broader

perspective. (  ) Let’s start with

four sentence triples: “Tigers eat

cats.”, “Cats eat rats.”, “Cats eat

mice.”, and “Mice eat cheese.” The subject and objects are connected by “eat”. ( ) Fig. 5 shows

cheese flowing through mice to tigers. The graph can prompt questions, like “What does the rat

eat?” or “If the cheese is poisoned, what animals might be affected?”. The fact that we don’t

have anything for the rat to eat on the graph doesn’t invalidate the graph. We can add what

the rat eats as we learn. Likewise, the fact that a mouse eats peanut butter doesn’t invalidate

the fact that the mouse eats cheese. We can also do inference: the tiger might well be eating

cheese via other animals, so if the cheese was poisoned, we could query the graph to see what

animals would be affected. (  ) The important thing to notice is that these small facts can be

added at any time to the model. We could add “tigers eat pigs” later on. This flexibility is a key

feature of using triples for system analysis called the Open World Assumption (Bergman 2009).

Breaking down meaning into triples works well to create maps, as they can be re-assembled and

visualized. (  ) Key-value pairs, coupled with a timestamp, do not provide the same flexibility,
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as an external structure has to be laid down, either via a model or through interactive exploring

at the time of analysis, so they can’t be stored in a meaningful way for re-use separate from the

model or interaction. Triples are the smallest atom of meaning (Lehnert 2021). (  ) ( )

 Triples Compute Example

Let’s practice by analyzing a larger system with triples. Consider what modern compute needs

at a high level. We are collecting small facts.

        

       

Compute needs to be constructed and manufactured using globally distributed parts. Compute

needs to be cooled, and needs humans and electricity to operate. These are fairly straightforward

facts. Triples can be written in many forms, most of which are optimized for machines (W3C

2014b). We are optimizing our analysis for human cognition, though, so using emoji is a plus.

Triples don’t have to be in machine format (Microformats 2022). Fig. 6 visualizes the relations.

(  ) (  )

Figure 6: Simple Compute Dependencies

We don’t have to toss established knowledge to build out perspective. For instance, say we want

to distinguish local transport from global. We could add   to show that compute uses

local transport. The fact that some compute requires local transport does not negate the fact

that some compute requires global transport. Perhaps we want to add that not all global shipping

is necessarily based on oil. We want to allow for efforts like the Porrima or even good old fashion

sailboats (MS Porrima 2022). No problem, just add    and   . If we want to account

for the fact that cooling compute in datacenters requires water and electricity, that construction,

transport, and manufacturing require oil and electricity, and allow for photovoltaic arrays, we

can add these eleven triples too:
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Fig. 7 shows the resulting graph.

Figure 7: More Compute Dependencies

Let’s imagine that while we are building out our model of what compute needs, that another

group is building out a model of what humans need. This is an important aspect of 3SA. The

graphs can be combined. ( ) Formal ontologies exist so that the meaning of the triples is agreed

on (ISO/IEC 21838-2 2020). ( ) (  ) ( ) The problem is that this is in conflict with human

cognition, as the standards intend machine cognition. ( ) It doesn’t have to be a big problem, as

long as human cognition is the priority. The nature of triples is that mapping to formal definitions

is fairly straightforward.

Triples Human Example

Consider what humans need. Here is a list of triples followed by an explanation (  ):
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 Humans need a certain wet bulb temperature to live, potable water, medical care, and

prepared food (Vecellio et al. 2022). Shelter is needed for humans to maintain tolerable temper-

atures, and this shelter needs to be constructed.

      

      

 Prepared food for humans comes from animal and plant sources. Construction and transport

need electricity, which is provided by oil. Transport needs to be constructed.

      

    

 Electricity can also come from the sun. Animals eat plants. Construction needs humans.

Plants need fertilizer and water. Fertilizer comes from oil.

   

     

 Fertilizer can also come from animals or humans. Drugs need electricity. Potable water

is sourced from rivers, lakes, springs, and groundwater. Processed food needs potable water,

which needs constructed infrastructure to operate.

    

     

 Medical care needs drugs, people, and oil. Drugs need oil and transport. Shelter needs oil

for heating as well as components.

      

     

 Construction and potable water infrastructure needs oil. Potable water distribution needs

electricity. Humans can eat plants directly, unprocessed. Drugs are made from plants. Plants

need particular temperature ranges to germinate and thrive (Reed, Bradford, and Khanday 2022).
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 Processed food needs electricity oil, and transport. Plants need sun. Transport needs oil,

and construction needs transport.

    

     

 Medical facilities need to be constructed, and also need potable water and transport. Shelter

needs transport. Humans need humans to reproduce, and construction equipment is created

with construction equipment. We might argue a bit about whether a hospital is needed, but in our

current civilization, this is reasonable (Barbara Mann Wall ). Likewise, in some societies transport

is not needed to build a shelter. The advantage of this form of analysis is that the individual

triples are relatively easy to agree on. Do we need oil for construction? Are drugs made with oil?

This can be verified by experts to the satisfaction of those who are evaluating the system. If there

is conflicting information, mark it as such and/or don’t include. The triples can be assembled as

a graph for visualization as the model is built out, which facilitates collaboration. Fig. 8 shows

the finished graph. (The  demo site ) is a live version of this graph.

Figure 8: Human Needs
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If we decide that we will only consider transport that gets electricity from the sun, then we still

have quite a few other problems to address. The graph helps put things in perspective, and

facilitates human cognition of the system. (  ) (  )

Compute and Human

Back to our scenario with what compute needs.     have the same meaning and use

the same symbol.  = , = , and on human needs could be either or .

If we combine the graphs with the translation for  and , we get Fig. 9.

Figure 9: Compute and Human Needs

There are some semantic issues here. We say that maintaining a certain temperature range

requires water. While this is currently reasonable for most datacenters, it is less so for cooling

humans. Humans do need water for other primary reasons. The main point is that as a human

trying to understand related systems, the map of compute and human needs is roughly as

complicated as you can get and still take it in with a viewing. I am tackling a narrow part of

visualization and cognition. There are ontologies for many of these entities, but they are too

cumbersome to lay out in the way we have here. This is a key point of 3SA: with a focus on human

cognition, we only want to lay out detail at a level necessary to make an informed decision. We

have oodles of tools to analyze streams, and many choices for necessary black-box modeling.
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What we lack is human cognitive agency in our systems. I will now detail the resilience feature

requirements, starting with maps.

 Maps
Whether we are looking at a road map or a diagram of arteries and veins in the human body,

maps are one of the main ways that we understand something. They serve as a guide to the

as-is, and as a cognitive exoskeleton to build new knowledge.

 Screenplay vs. Movie

Figure 10: Click for movie clip

Along with casting and the imagination and tech-

nique of the director, a screenplay is used to cre-

ate a movie. A screenplay is a re-usable docu-

ment that helps humans cognitively understand

the movie enough to participate. It captures just

enough knowledge to express the ideas as a movie.

A screenplay does this by working within estab-

lished meaning and conventions. It is possible to

insert scenes and modify characters easily. Con-

sider Fig. 10, the 1939 movie Made for Each

Other, now in the public domain (David O. Selznick

1939). AI/ML and business intelligence tools run-

ning against the finished movie, metaphor or literal,

can identify the actors and items in various scenes. They can categorize the props to recreate

the scene with other actors superimposed. They can trace the flow of the movie against theater

and consumer behavior data to predict the amount of popcorn that viewers decide to skip out

and buy during the scene. Much of the knowledge, though, is not recoverable from the surface

movie with AI/ML. It is quite likely that the pauses, awkward moments, and humor will be lost,

like when Carole Lombard glances at James Stewart. We lose the original intent and the beauty

of the way that the director, actors, and crew created the movie from the screenplay map. This

gets at the human interest and effort underneath the stream. ( ) Humans need more than just

monetizing, parsing, and predicting streams. As stakeholders in the systems that we rely on,

what is our equivalent screenplay?

Standard for area

Like a screenplay, it is preferable to create maps that are based on standards. A marvelous

example is Structured System Analysis, which was refined in the 1970s and 1980s as a way to

analyze systems, primarily around data flow diagrams (DFDs). It uses three symbols and some

conventions for connecting them (Gane and Sarson 1977) (Yourdon 1989) (Debruyne et al. 2019).

Think of this as a vertical, dumbed-down version of graph analysis. The methods apply to any IT

system. IT stores, transforms, and reports on information. Before most in compute called their

profession IT, they called it IS, information systems, which is more appropriate. What we really

care about isn’t the technology, it is the information and the system that stores, transforms, and

reports on it, no matter what the transforms are, AI or not. This, folks, is our screenplay for IT
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systems. The data flow ontology isn’t too complicated to have both a cognitive, single-serving

view, yet still have machine cognition and a formal, agreed-on method of analysis. ( ) (  ) (  )

While different authors choose different symbols to represent the nodes of DFDs, structured

system analysis consists of an entity, process, and data store. (  )

External Entity (Entity)

This is a source or destination of data. It might be a person, or a group of people, or even sensors.

 Process

This transforms data from one form to another.

Data Store

This stores data at rest. It might be a stack of paper in a folder or a disk drive.

[JbAppl]
Job

Applicant

[1]
Submit
Resume
Online

resume PDF
[D1]

Resume
Store

resume XML

Figure 11: Small Data Flow

There are multiple standard forms of DFDs in triple form (Debruyne et al. 2019) (“Common Core

Ontologies” 2022). This means that DFDs are extensible to formal meaning and scaling with

machine cognition. ( ) If we choose one model, one screenplay format for IT/IS, this is the one.

Fig. 12 is a top level (0) DFD.

[1]
Accounting

Services

[Acct]
Accounting

[D1]
HQ

Digital
Data

[Cust]
ACME

Customers

[2]
Customer
Services

[Ops]
Operations

[Leads]
Customer

Leads

[3]
Partner
Services

[HospP]
Hospital
Supply
Partner

[D2]
HQ

Alternate
Media

[OOps]
Oceanic

Operations

[Ship]
Shipping

and
Logistics

[EnvM]
Environmental
Measurements

[4]
Customer
Support

[CstS]
Customer
Support

Tickets

[5]
Telephonic

[6]
Customer

Relationship
Manager

[FldS]
Field
Sales

[Sales]
Marketing

and
Sales

[8]
Product

Acceptance

[10]
Operational
Intelligence

and
Management

[EngIn]
Engineering

India

[Prdct]
Product
Team

[D3]
Product

Development

[EngUS]
Engineering

USA

[7]
Field Sales

[Execs]
Executives

[9]
Business

Intelligence
and

Management

[11]
Product

Development

Figure 12: Top Level 0 DFD
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(The demo site ) is a live version of this graph. If we expand process 6 in Fig. 12 we get Fig.

13, and our view is entirely within Customer Relationship Manager.

[1]
Snail
Mail

Import

[CentA]
Central

Administration
Services

[MailR]
Mail

Room
Staff

[D5]
Returned

Cards

[D7]
Lead

Activity

[2]
Billing

Integration

[9]
A-R

[7]
Bulk
Card
Print

[D4]
A-R

Database

[D3]
Bulk
Cards

[3]
Mail

Room
Receiving

[4]
Mail

[PO]
Postal

Employee

[OLeads]
Outside
Leads

[5]
Monthly

[Mkt]
Marketing

[HQSales]
HQ

Sales

[D1]
Creatives

[D2]
Lead

Addresses

[6]
Social Fanisizer

[DigMkt]
Digital

Marketing

[Content]
HQ

Content

[8]
Constant

Email
Service [10]

Service
Bureau

API

[D6]
Service
Bureau

Database

[11]
Contracts

[12]
Reporting

Figure 13: DFD 6

If we expand Social Fanisizer in Fig. 13 we get Fig. 14.

[1]
Fanisizer

Cloud

[D1]
Super
Cloud

Database

[D2]
Identity
Storage

[DigMkt]
Digital

Marketing

[SupC]
Super
Cloud

Database
Support

[D3]
User

Activity
For
Sale

[2]
IdentiTroll

[GMom]
Grandmothers

and
PeePaws

[Gov]
Government

Leaders

[Trolls]
Troll

Farms
and Meat

Tools

[FodMud]
Fodder

and
Mudder

[3]
Ad

Targeting
Engine

[4]
Media

Outlets

Figure 14: DFD 6.6

The view is important. When we are in a particular view, a node can open up as a graph with a

different view. Fig. 13 is a wormhole into the perspective of the specific group: the perspective

of Customer Relationship Manager, including social media and snail mail cards. (  ) Unless

somebody is working directly with the Social Fanisizer, they don’t need to know details, but

they would need to understand that Lead Addresses are used by both Social Fanisizer and
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the Constant Email Service.

I’ve used DFDs without the visualization automation at my work for almost a decade. Much of

the motivation for this paper is from that experience, and a desire to improve available tools. It

varies both from formal DFDs, but also from formal graph analysis. Unlike conventional graphs,

hierarchical paths for the processes are a feature. Consider 0 6 11   1  CFO .

In Gane and Sarson notation, this would show that process 6.11.1 has a two-way data flow with

the CFO. 3SA shows the nodes visually with the labels for meaning, without needing to create

extra symbols. The  shows the level or graph. The level is 0 6 11, and is also a process (

0 6   11) at level 0 6, which fits with the intent of Gane and Sarson. I do not pull through

meaning between levels. In the previous example of Social Fanisizer, for instance, I would

expect those with detailed knowledge of that particular process, the graph at the node 0 6 6,

to have a different understanding of their processes and datastores. There may well be overlap,

but since this is about human cognition, it is completely fine to only enforce process as the nesting

mechanism. Everybody can agree that Social Fanisizer is part of the Customer Relationship

Manager. The groups that provide and consume information from Social Fanisizer, from their

perspective, will likely be much different than the level 0 view of the entire org, which should be

understood by anybody in the organization.

Quick to understand

There should be a minimal number of symbols on the map, and they should require only a few

minutes to learn. Data flow fits this with just six symbols: three for data flow direction and three

for the nodes. This is one of the reasons why I prefer emoji, if possible. Text works, but as I show

in ( ), it is harder to understand at a glance.

 Stakeholder visibility
Different stakeholders have different needs for visualization. Triples facilitate this, as there are

many ways to style the map in an automated way, redrawing and visualizing as needed (Graphviz

2023). Narrative can also be tailored and overlaid on top of the graph.

 Easy to change

Modifications to the underlying data should automatically adjust existing maps, and should not

require major adjustments to the schema.

 Communication
Wade through the mind-numbing muck of a corporate “what’s wrong with our group” exercise,

and you will usually end up with the top ranking advice that better communication is needed.

It may seem fruitless to spend all that time arriving at that conclusion every two years like

clockwork, but it is still a core problem. Let’s analyze what we mean by communication about

systems in crisis. Mostly this involves representing and sharing the knowledge of who, what,

when, how, where, and why with a two-way tight coupling with streams and meaning. ( ) ( )

Who is participating?

Who are the people contributing to the model of the system? This needs to be traced for several

requirements. It is the only real structural requirement, as it is key to collaboration and streams.
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What are we doing? What are the pieces?

What are the pieces of the system being communicated about? What are we doing overall?

How do the pieces combine? How do we get there?

How do we describe how pieces are related? How do we get to a complete system?

Where are we going? Where are the interactions?

Where are the interactions we are concerned with in the system? This might be a logical or

physical perspective. Where are we going overall?

When are the interactions? When will we arrive?

Are there crucial times or dates associated with the interactions? When will we arrive at our goal?

 Why are we doing this?

Triples are particularly good at establishing why, since they can be added at any point in the

process, and with any type of connection or interaction. This doesn’t interfere with velocity, as

triples can be attached to the issue and fix, much like a tag, but with an extra dimension. While

it is true that most platforms offer notes, they usually don’t offer notes referencing a broader

map of “why”.

Meaning
We need to communicate with agreed meaning in order to store and filter knowledge. Streams,

which are often captured without known structure, need AI/ML via models, black box analysis

based on standard schemas, or a human hunt and search method to shoehorn meaning on the

stream. Triples are better at this, because they are simple enough to be deemed true or false,

but can also be put together to form broader, re-usable knowledge. Triples are also extensible to

formal knowledge structures with globally agreed-on meaning (Smith 2022) (Smith et al. 2007).

There is no room for confusion about what is meant. If I am stuck in the rain and talking over an

unstable connection, and I want to convey that I am in Portland, I might use a standard phonetic

alphabet and say “Papa, Oscar, Romeo, Tango, Lima, Alfa, November, Delta” (NATO 1956). The

phonetic alphabet has agreed-on meaning, and is designed so that when transmitted over a

stream (radiotelephone), there is a low possibility for confusion over similarly sounding words.

Meaning should be quickly established with visual queues when possible.

There are several reasons why I conclude that emoji are useful for system analysis:

• Immediately recognizable ( )

• Compact

• They work well in a graph as a visual node label (  )

• They can be used in filesystem paths and JSON (ECMA 2017)

• They are fun and pretty

There are also reasons why emoji are bad, primarily compatibility, manageability, maintainability,

and security :
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• Not all applications can view emoji correctly ( )

• It can be difficult to maintain and manage emoji mappings to ideas over time. (  ) ( )

• Invisible elements and alternative visualizations can cause security issues. (  )

Long-form text is usually not immediately understood. For many people, only the first couple of

sentences is read in a long narrative. Emoji have quite a few quirks that make them difficult to

use in knowledge systems; however, from a human perspective it makes understanding systems

at rest and in motion much easier. The priority of 3SA is human, not machine cognition.

 Atoms

If I try and relate meaning with a paragraph of text, it is open to interpretation. Smaller propo-

sitions, though, are easier to pin down. What are the atoms of the system that can be pinned

down? ( )

Knowledge
Knowledge needs to be in a form that helps the broadest set of knowledge workers. This implies

knowledge is written. Written knowledge started civilization with the written word. The logistics

of civilization are such that knowledge is required to be written (Schmandt-Besserat 2014).

Crucial

We need to be able to show crucial knowledge as a priority. Streams can help with this by

triggering views of the system when triples are embedded. In a quickly changing system that a

team is involved in analyzing, focusing on the metrics of what is broken is important.

 Retain
We need to be able to retain knowledge for future, unforeseen views. The format for retaining

re-usable knowledge will vary widely by the needs of the stakeholders and application. 3SA uses

emoji triples. Emoji are tricky to deal with, as they can take many forms for the same looking

emoji. ( ) I standardize on the full emoji that has color on most platforms. Usually this means

that there is a variation selector. (Codepoints 2023)

The Mandelbrot Set

Figure 15: Mandelbrot Set click for gif

Consider this formula:

𝑧𝑛+1 = 𝑧2
𝑛 + 𝑐

By iterating with complex numbers c, and colorful

visualization of what doesn’t escape to infinity, we

get the Mandelbrot Set (josch 2021).
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No matter what kind of AI/ML machinery is pointed at the animated rendering of the Mandelbrot

Set in Fig. 15, it is extremely unlikely it will arrive at the simple formula (Mittal 2015). We might

be able to find profitable gullies and shorelines in the rendered fractal territory, but we will not

discover the formula. We could spend a lifetime enjoying the beauty of the surface curves, but we

would always be caught in the surface, unaware of the rule, the formula underneath the territory.

The gap between the movie and the screenplay is much like the gap between the formula for the

Mandelbrot Set and the rendered visual, but rather than humans bridging the gap and creating

unique movies that separate the gap, machines express the formula. (  )

Collaboration
During collaboration, there should be minimal limitations on who can contribute.( ) If any

participant feels something is wrong with the system map being built collaboratively, it should

be easy to capture. Likewise, if a particular proposition (triple) is verified by an agreed expert,

then that should also be easy to capture. ( ) Focusing on the core knowledge first, rather than

code, platform, frameworks or metal, facilitates collaboration from the start. Further, a focus on

decomposed knowledge, coupled with immediate visualization, makes meetings more productive,

since there is little delay between gathering knowledge and the visualized model. Decomposed

knowledge streams (triples) only require a “lock” or merge on the triple itself (Kleppmann et al.

2019) (Shapiro et al., ). It is less likely that during collaboration one person will step on another,

e.g., one person might change the title while somebody else is editing the description. The big

win for collaboration is on multi-level data flow diagrams (DFDs), as different areas of expertise

can collaborate concurrently to build the models.

Validate

As the model is built, we should be able to agree and document validation. If we are modeling

a system with a database, and need to understand failover procedures, who validates that

information? ( ) Triples facilitate this by providing a mechanism to detail what an aspect means,

and what the aspects used to describe those aspects mean. If a failover procedure to provide

availability requires particular staff, this can be added. A famous example from when many

businesses used on-premises database clusters, is failing back a failed database to ensure it

can fail again, if it wasn’t possible or convenient to automate. Even if it is convenient, who

verifies that the process works? Who verifies it when storage is changed? The design might

specify active/passive failover to meet the availability requirements, but there is another entire

graph of aspects that can be added on and changed easily about the details, without losing the

original effort. If the CIO validated the triple “availability must_be 99.999”, then this implies 24/7

DBA staff that understand how to failover the database, orchestration with the storage team,

contracts for storage, server, and software maintenance, and even HR relationships. None of this

contradicts the original triple of availability that the CIO validated. Building these kinds of open

structures work for more than just IT. It provides both elemental facts (atoms), but collaborative

ways to build real meaning and validation and avoid erroneous conclusions, like “we are running

at 99.999 availability because the CIO validated it” (ciaranhickey 2022). (  )

Accountable

Participation often requires accountability. If I analyze a system, I am accountable for my work.
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Likewise, others who participate should be held accountable for their efforts. This is in a different

direction than who validates. I might be responsible for determining who validates the database

failover procedures. I then document them and get somebody to validate it. This also requires

identity. ( )

 Contribute
One of the reasons that the Whiteboard and Stickies exercise works so well is that everybody

can contribute. ( ) Rabbit holes are often revealed that need to be explored later. While it is

true that there are often an abundance of ideas, yet few are actionable, triples allow these to

exist with a minimum of meeting derailment. For instance, “One time five years ago we were

down for three days because Mary left, and we never got another DBA with storage experience,”

is a perfectly good collection of triples. (Mary was DBA, Mary had storage experience, We were

down five years ago. The incident five years ago lasted three days. The incident could have

been resolved if the current DBA had storage experience.) If, upon investigation, it is realized

that the real reason the database was down was that the firmware on the storage array was

upgraded, the rest of the triples are still valid. At the same time, the only thing that needs to

take place in the meeting is a sticky note on the whiteboard that says “Fred: One time five years

ago we were down for three days because Mary left, and we never got another DBA with storage

experience”. The same exact note can be put down to be moved to triples later, matched against

the appropriate knowledge graph, or visualized immediately by utilizing the tools described in

this paper. 3SA shares some features with mind mapping (Sheng Huang 2022). ( )

Streams
Much communication is done with streams. Sensor and vision data on an autonomous vehicle,

human speech, and log entries are all streams. Metrics usually come in stream form, either in

real-time or historical time-series data. Specific to system analysis, any change to the model

needs to be communicated quickly via streams to facilitate collaboration. Triples can easily be

embedded into streams, and have more inherent power than metrics in a time-series.

The system should leverage existing event streams for insight. Replay of system changes should

be able to be mapped both by timestamp and with queries against multiple streams and datasets.

Streams in IT are often key-value pairs with timestamps. These streams are the relative of triples,

with key-value being two to a triple’s three.

Consider this local alarm log entry:

<154>1 20220327T211058.426Z dc1mon.example.com process=“6 6 3” cpu=“100”

memfMB=“10”

This is in Syslog format (Gerhards 2009). It illustrates a priority alarm coming through for the

available CPU dedicated to process 6.6.3 running at 100 percent, with only 10 MB of free memory.

This is an operational stream that could trigger integration with the graph visualization. (  ) For

instance, process 3, the Ad Targeting Engine in Fig. 14 could be highlighted with red when the

alarm came through, as shown in Fig. 16.
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Figure 16: Node Alarm

Streaming techniques don’t have to be applied to just operational events. We can put a triple

update directly into an event stream:

<77>1 20220327T211058.426Z allsys tech=“sally” triple=“0 6 6  3 Ad\nTarget-

ing\nEngine\n2”

This change could be visualized in near real-time by updating the graph visualization, showing

that we are now calling process 6.6.3 “Ad Targeting Engine 2”. This facilitates collaboration, as

participants can see their input live, much like ( ). ( ) ( ) The model can be replayed over

time, based on the timestamp. For scaling, put the data into a time-series or graph database.

BI, AI/ML stream and store

Figure 17: IT Civilization

Fig. 17 shows our IT world, coupled to in-

cremental workflow, managed by streams

of code. Visualization and understanding

is done mostly through BI and AI/ML, an-

alyzing streams and stores of information.

Cloud companies scrape large swaths of the

world wide web to understand and visualize

via AI models, tilting at the massive stores

and streams of data, while consuming insane

amounts of compute, network, and storage

(Strubell, Ganesh, and McCallum 2019). It is

a critical requirement that 3SA co-exist with

and leverage BI and AI/ML tech, but I don’t

focus on it much in this paper, as there are oodles of staff available to do just about any kind
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of magic. Granted, the lifestyle portrayed in Fig. 18 is pleasant, but it leads to complacency,

as system understanding and overarching organization goals are secondary to the appeal of

dopamine pings (Chec 2020). I admit, I like the dopamine. It alleviates the grind with small

wins. I’d like to flip the script around on agile: the customer doesn’t care what the overall goal

of the organization is. Triggering all based on product is a mistake, particularly if your work as

an organization is more important than an entertaining mobile app. 3SA facilitates org-wide

understanding of systems and purpose vs. streams, and can match stream workflow velocity.

Figure 18: Clouds in my Coffee

Updates

Updates need to be visualized quickly, di-

rectly from the streams.

Replay

Changes over particular time periods, or with

certain constraints, should be easily filtered

and viewed.

Road Map vs. Gauges

Imagine driving a car cross country, but only

relying on stream analysis, as though you

are driving through a visualization of movie

or rendered Mandelbrot Set, unaware of the

formula. ( ) (  ) Through the car windows flows scenery of billboards selling shaving products,

mixed in with desert, lakes, and trees. We could base the decision on where to drive and how to

operate the vehicle by the stream of information flashing by the windows and coming in through

the sensors. Perhaps a satellite of love correlates the position of the car constantly and tells

you where to turn (Lou Reed 2013). As time and technology progress, we get better equipment,

better cameras, faster cars; we build models to correlate with the stream of data. Is that a tree

or a lake? How does our software recognize it? What algorithm works best? As the car goes

faster and the features going by get more complex, we are faced with needing more and more

equipment to navigate, more satellites, deeper supply chains, and more complete structural

models in the car (Anthony 2017). With enough compute and machinery, we might even be

able to characterize the feel of the dirt, the way it might erode in the wind, just by the massive

amount of data gleaned in the trip and stored from other trips. At the same time, a map that

shows the roads, gas stations, hotels, and towns is prudent to carry. A checklist for changing a

flat tire, a list of things to pack, what to do if the car overheats, how to hitch a ride, five ways to

overcome a psycho killer that gives you a ride… all of this can fit in a small notebook (RHINO

2019) (Gawande 2010).

Having real-time measurements of the trip can be helpful, but what happens when there is no

connectivity? What does your organization really need to run? Do you have it mapped out?

What do you do when something unexpected happens? What do you do if that apt command

in your Dockerfile uses a repository that is AWOL? A map lets you do things like continue on

foot, change cars, or find the APT repository. A territory perspective ties you in to your service

providers. Maps help ensure resilience. Note that a car full of territory equipment might usually
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win the race, at least while all the upstream dependencies are in good working order, including

that satellite of love, but this is a different topic than resilience and autonomy. The massive

compute, sensors, and AI/ML kit that processes data from various aspects of the scrolling desert,

approximates territory; however, it does this over the surface of the fractal, the movie, going for

that statistical nudge in identifying the place on the map via the territory, without first agreeing

on a map with the sponsors and stakeholders. A stream-only approach, that relies on third parties,

cedes knowledge, because the knowledge is embedded in services and platforms that are often

not useful if you change cars or decide to walk. The identified gullies and shorelines might be

profitable, but where is your map that you can use to change cars or walk yourself? Autonomous

vehicles take this to an extreme. A map is less important if you can’t even drive your own car or

fix it, if everything is a subscription service, and you own nothing, and decide nothing besides

which corporate-created show entertains you this evening as you peel plastic off of your meal,

or what piece of the product you fix in this week’s sprint. You are reading this presentation via

the machinery of modern stream work flows, and it truly is wonderful. I’m writing this on an OS

with a Linux kernel at the base (“The Linux Kernel Archives” ). This kernel powers most of the

cloud interests. I am not arguing that we need to abandon the territory perspective, which does

require massive compute and centralized resources. I am arguing that authoring our own maps

as individuals and organizations is crucial to resilience, and to be suspicious of stream-only views,

regardless of the sophistication of the AI/ML.

Quality
Quality aspects are often referred to as non-functional requirements; however, quality makes

more cognitive sense to me. Since I’m pretty much off the conventional rails on much of this, I

decided to just call these aspects quality. They are distinguished from features, as they do not

affect the immediate use of the system when all is working properly i.e., the features exist. Note

that this is counter to the closest definition of quality I can find, although there is some backing

for my stance elsewhere (“ISO 9000’s Definition of Quality” 2013). I stick with my version, though,

as it doesn’t make sense to me to call quality how close to functional requirements you can get.

I’ll side more with the agile folks on this one. Those things at that detail do change every day.

My point is that these aspects can vary widely, yet the system still can function with the feature

requirements. Non-functional vs. functional just seems wrong for the layperson. Of course it

will function! The funny thing is, as much as I’m steeped in the world of these words, I still get

confused with the discussions about quality. This is likely because of the term “quality assurance”.

I can see how testing the system fits the ISO version, but my-o-my, it seems like a stretch. For

that matter, features is not an established word replacing functional requirements. I’ll leave this

up to the reader’s preference. For me I’m going to talk features vs. quality, as the only people that

will protest are familiar enough to do a substitution. Frankly, even non-functional vs. functional

gets tricky, even if you have been divvying up functional vs. non-functional requirements for

years. 3SA is supposed to facilitate human cognition, right? Let’s go off the rails (Ozzy Osbourne

2017).

Availability

How bad is it if this solution fails while in operation? Availability is expressed as a percentage.

99.5%, for example, means the system can be down 1.83 days per year, 3.6 hours per month,
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and 50.4 minutes per week. Maintenance windows don’t normally count towards availability

numbers, but they do indicate how critical and tight maintenance windows should be.

3SA: It should be quick enough to be used at time of crisis, i.e., to facilitate resilience. This means

that the quality requirements are extreme. Availability should be many 9s.

Capacity

These are capacity requirements beyond simply fulfilling the normal operational aspects of the

system. As an example, the storage for the operating system and slack for patching would not

be part of this. External storage for images that grew by 1TB per month would be included.

3SA: The constraint is human cognition. Within that constraint, it is difficult for me to imagine a

map where capacity is a problem. I do address capacity limits further in ( ) .

Performance

At what level of performance will users complain the system is slow or locks up? What are the

costs associated with performance?

3SA: Updates from a change of knowledge atom should trigger an update in the visualization

quick enough so it does not hinder the pace of collaboration. Generating the visualizations often

takes significant compute. Any personal computer with an optimized graphics system from 2018

or later should be able to handle the graph visualizations, as should mainstream mobile phones.

Scalability

What are the expectations for adjusting performance and capacity over time?

3SA: The main constraint on scalability is the complexity of the models. Like most of these

aspects, there should be no technical limit as long as the data is constrained to human cognition.

This means that it is critical that the types of models and schemas that are reasonable to tackle

with these methods are made very clear. At what point should other methods be used? The

ideas of 3SA can be used with mainstream graph databases. Triples scale. (Stadler et al. 2012)

Extensibility

How important is it that the system can be expanded? What types of expansion are required?

This is less of a capacity issue and more of a capability issue.

3SA: There needs to be a path to machine cognition if the model becomes too large. The data

store at scale may be housed in a time-series or graph database. While 3SA is unique because

of a human cognition priority, triples can be made compatible with RDF and related easily. (H.

2023g) (H. 2023a)

Compatibility

What forms of data, protocol and application interchange does the system need to comply with?

3SA: Any modern OS and popular web browser should work. The data should be stored in a way

that can be retrieved without specialized applications. The triple.pub website will load emoji used

by this document into a Firefox web browser, so even Windows 10 can read it (H. 2023h).

Maintainability

How is the system modified to improve security or correct faults?

3SA: The system needs to be able to be modified at any time without disruption. There is no room
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to have users function as testers. The design of the quality assurance process is determined at

initiation; however, the deployment and code simplicity should be such that disruption is unlikely.

Further, user-initiated fall-back should be easy and obvious, a part of every effort. Even when

there are management tasks that need to be completed, like an update of a public certificate, this

should not block use of the system at certain levels. As an example, in the case of a certificate

that is out of date, there should be alternate paths of validation and transport available to users.

 Manageability

How is the system operated to keep the system running correctly and securely?

3SA: The software is identical across installs, and without state tracked with anything but the

triples themselves, so this is mostly not applicable. Distributing a web page is a relatively trivial

task.

Portability

How is the system, or parts of the system moved to a different platform or service?

3SA: The core knowledge and visualizations should be viewable as-is with a modern phone or

computer, 2022 forward, including macOS, Windows, or GNU/Linux. The document you are

reading now is available in a portable form. PDF=Portable Document Format. Triples, by nature,

are portable, as they are knowledge captured at the data level.

Recovery Point Objective (RPO)

How much data can the system lose when it fails in terms of time? 1 hour? 24 hours? None?

3SA: The system should be able to be restored to the last atom of data gathered. Essentially this

means there is zero tolerance. These methods are being used at times of crisis. As I explained

above in ( ) , there is an assumption that the requirements for resilience can also be used to

establish better telemetry towards goals, something that is needed regardless of whether the

immediate situation is labeled as a crisis. But, if you are in crisis mode, and need to restore the

model to a previous state, there is no room for tolerance. I’m writing many of these requirements

with crisis in mind. Part of my logic is that the reality of how people work is they will run right

into disaster they create themselves. Most are perfectly fine relying on insanely deep supply

chains and hundreds of millions of US dollars in datacenter equipment to make decisions for

their business (Franklin 2018) (Edwards 2023). Human minds are powerful, and currently in

abundance. We don’t need much to live, compared to datacenter needs (Buis 2022). ( )

 Recovery Time Objective (RTO)

How long can the system be down when it fails?

3SA: The ability to view the current version of local data should never be disrupted. Operational

loss of system is unacceptable at any level. This is facilitated via ( ) .

 Security
This includes security features like preventing internal users from seeing traffic over the wire. It

is not about maintaining security, which would be manageability and maintainability.

3SA: Since the design is a single web page, the page itself needs to be secured appropriately as

far as view, and the integrity of the page needs to be audited and enforced.
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Design
3SA assumes a first time implementation. It is unlikely that collaboration and streams features

will be needed right away, and the complication will be in conflict with agility. There are ooodles

of people able to do streams work collaboratively with oodles of products, so mostly streams are

considered out of scope for 3SA. ( ) The important part is that 3SA can co-exist with streams

easily. Triples can be passed via streams, and streams can tag triples to pin knowledge. 3SA is a

bit more than a minimum viable product, but it is close.

For more sophisticated use, see Log Integrity, which covers various messaging protocols, collab-

orative triple creation, identity, integrity, and logging related to 3SA (H. 2023e). Fig. 19 is an

example of the kinds of tech I provide and write about on Log Integrity. I plan to spend more

time on Log Integrity after I publish this document. As of May, 2023, it is pretty light, just one

Plotly Dash example for managing triples for a DFD (Plotly 2023).

I assure you that the 3SA design is complete as far as a single-page application that helps people

collaboratively model, understand, operate and improve systems using local-first graph analysis,

prioritizing human cognition over machine. It is miles above traditional analysis and diagramming

tools. I have attempted to constrain it so that it is very solid and useful. It is quite possible to

use this outside of multi-level DFDs, but that is the most likely application. ( ) The design goes

wider, though. ( ) shows how it is possible to cognitively understand a physical supply chain

with 3SA.

Figure 19: Log Integrity Demo

On to Triple System Analysis design! Let’s start with the schema, and move on to the components

of the single-page app.
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Schema Design
Usually the focus for IT systems is on software that transforms and visualizes the data. Changes

to the software are triggered by design considerations and user product requests. 3SA pushes the

difficult stuff down to the data itself. Most of the lift when implementing this design is deciding

what to capture with triples. There are many live examples in the operations section. (  ) Schema

design is where collaboration happens. Directly coupling human effort in this way facilitates

cognition and active, real-time modeling without heavy technical barriers. There is no heavy

framework, no software, no cloud, few symbols to learn, and yet it is possible to collaborate on,

model, and visualize systems. It is easy to use this same technique with text as shown in ( );

however, this design focuses on emoji.

 Nodes
Nodes are the objects that comprise your system. List these with brief labels, comments, and

delimiters so nobody is confused by what the node emoji means. Delimiters make it easier to

split a path into components, as the visual character is made up of multiple characters that vary

by platform and language. (See ( )) for a discussion of 3SA storage design.)

Washington

Electric

Gas

Oregon

Hybrid

CNG

Small Bus Large Bus

Figure 20: Roads and Cars

Here are my recommended reserved emoji:

= delimiter for node path

= delimiter for triple

 = delimiter for level

= comment

 = label

Pick a single emoji to represent a node type. For instance,

might be a bus in a model of Washington and Oregon

roads.

  1  Washington

 1  Electric

 2 Hybrid

 3  Gas

 4  CNG

 1  Small Bus

 1 Less than 10,000 GVWR

 1  Large Bus

 1 Greater than 10,000 GVWR

  2  Oregon

Washington  Roads

Large Bus

Small Bus

Oregon  Roads

Figure 21: Plain Road and Cars

Fig. 20 shows how these look.

The path of the node is everything before the first ,

and it must be unique. If you are short on emoji, or would

rather not deal with that at the moment, just pick an

emoji for everything as shown in Fig. 21:

 wa_rds  Washington Roads
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 small_bus  Small Bus

 large_bus  Large Bus

 or_rds  Oregon Roads

It might make sense for your application to skip the labels at first and use the text part of the path

after the emoji. It is easy to add nodes later if you wish. The only catch is that the nodes need to

work with your chosen nesting ( ) and relations (  ). Add triples like this for clarification:

 small_bus Less than 10,000 GVWR

 large_bus Greater than 10,000 GVWR

Properties

Decide what properties make sense for the nodes. These can be added later, but it helps initial

visualization if there is a set to start. As an example, we could add to mean the level of

perceived luxury and status a car has. These two triples:

 1 11

  Bling Level

would translate as “On our roadmap graph, car number 1, a BEV, has a bling level of 11.” After

this has been captured, somebody asks, “What does 11 mean?” This triple is added:

 Bling level ranges from 1-10

The analyst assumed that 11 was understood in Spinal Tap terms, but it was a dated reference,

so a base64 image was added to the path of the property to motivate memory:

 1 11  https://triple.pub/files/blingimage.b64.txt (H. 2023b)

Notice how we now have a URL (IRI) on the right? We are starting to wade in to the logic of

embedding meaning on the world wide web. (Berners-Lee, Hendler, and Lassila 2001) Tim

Berners-Lee originally saw machine cognition in his design of the WWW (Berners-Lee 1989).

In this particular case, listing the base64 output would be silly. Putting a visual picture would

derail the general idea of triples with 3SA, as they are processed as lines of text. Humans can’t

read base64 in a meaningful way. It is a good application for referencing a web document.

Focusing on human cognition at the data level changes our design. The resulting set of 3SA

triples are much easier to understand for humans at the data level (H. 2023g) (H. 2023a). This

also shows how freewheeling 3SA is with meaning. 3SA borrows many ideas, including the open

world assumption, to gain flexibility and leverage existing tools; however, the meaning is scruffy

because the systems analyzed are assumed to be for human cognition as well (Munn and Smith

2008) (Smith 2001). Triples can be philosophical, as Smith, Welby, and Peirce show (Broad

1912) (Bergman 2018a). After all, we are considering meaning at a deeper level, analyzing it

by breaking it down and re-assembling. What do you mean by 11? What do you mean by bling

level? These are reasonable questions. Do we use poems? Words? How do we express what we

mean? (Popova 2017) (Laura Riding Jackson Foundation 2021). Triples provide an unlimited way

to refine the meaning, the properties of nodes, easily. See (  ) for a more complicated treatment.

Isolated nodes floating around do have a certain level of meaning, but how they relate is even

more meaningful. Once we have the properties of the nodes pinned down, we can relate them.
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 Relation
Triples are interesting in many ways. A property is a kind of relation that pins meaning to a node.

There are other relations between nodes, though, that are fundamentally different. This gets into

more philosophy. The key thing is that at some point you need to relate the nodes. Because

of human cognition, 3SA is limited to a single class of relation. This is your primary relation

predicate. It never changes; however, there is direction. Consider these triples:

  WA  Washington

  OR  Oregon

  CA  California

  OR   WA

  OR   CA

Note that we are using two-letter state codes instead of a number. This is perfectly valid for this

design. A relation is what connects the model at the current level. This should be the same at all

levels. If you are working with information systems, consider the relation of data to/from. An org

chart is “reports to”. A data flow is “receives/sends data”. A relation is a line that is drawn on a

graph of the system. As an example, say you are part of a group that gets together when the

water for your city is poisoned by a chemical spill. In this case, we might consider a couple of

different relations in our group. Are we going to “clean potable water” or “move potable water”.

Pipes, trains, and tanker trucks might move potable water, and the relation would be flow. If

the focus of the analysis is on a machine that cleans potable water, then the relation might be

“needs”.

Washington

Oregon

California

Figure 22: Road icon/card format

A relation is signified in the triple by an arrow:

 = Both directions

 = Backward

 = Forward

Backward means the object provides what is con-

sumed by the subject. Alternatively, the object is the

target of the subject’s relation. For flows, this is clear,

as it is easy to establish what is going where. For other relations it is more difficult. If I need

water, I would use a forward arrow. Dependencies, though, can also act like flow, e.g. ( ), so

backward makes more sense. Whatever you choose, be consistent, and don’t get bogged down

in long talks about what directions the arrows go. Here are three triples from Fig. 12:

0   4  2 (H. 2023a)

0   4  CstS

0   4  CstS Tickets

This shows how to consider a relation a node, kind of like how we considered the bling level in

( ). Triples are magical that way. It is important to constrain it, as multiple dimensions or too

many symbols will confuse the user. Let’s look at a materials supply chain model for cups.

Cup Supply Chain

The relations in Fig. 23 are flow of cup materials. This example uses text, color, and Gane
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and Sarson notation shapes instead of emoji. ACME Cups manufactures ceramic mugs that are

distributed throughout the country. Zellostra Mud Mining provides mud that is then filtered and

injected into mugs that are fired in a kiln and glazed by glaze from Queen Glaze Co.
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Truck
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M3 Factory
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Figure 23: Supply Chain Model

Motion of mug materials are tracked with the flow. Materials at rest are either mud (M), cups

(C), or glaze (G). There are multiple companies involved in the supply chain for mugs. Staff are

designated by company as the first letter: Queen Glaze Co. (Q), ACME Cups (A), Zellostra Mud

Mining (Z), Temp Superheroes (T), and Xtra Fast Delivery (X), with a second letter of E (entity).

Materials are moved or transformed with processes designated by the company letter first, P

second, and a sequence integer, as well as color coded. The IDs are unique for all. This is just a

high level; however, the processes that change and move the materials, can be exploded into

separate diagrams for more detail.

It is quite difficult, if not impossible, to obtain a simple diagram like this just from operational and

other gathered real-time metrics. It requires interviewing the business stakeholders. ( ) (  )

( ) Because of the nature of graphs, the diagram can be collaboratively built and delegated.

ACME gets glaze from G3, and ACME can modify their part of the diagram without having to

be concerned with changes Queen Glaze might make to their process. This can be vetted with

operational stream data.

What does this get us? If the power is out, we could look at this single graph, and see that the

items that we are concerned with are all purple. True, a power outage might limit ability for staff
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to get to work, but let’s assume that staff are available. Any materials at rest should still be at

rest with or without power, so let’s look at purple. AP1 can use manual screening techniques if

the electricity goes out. AP2 and AP3 require a generator. AP4 and AP5 only need lighting. If

there are holdups in the line, the graph can show who to turn to. If no temps show up from Temp

Superheroes and the phones are out, we would need an address.

Nesting

Entire org, All Processes

Accounting
Processes

AR/AP

AR

Processes

Billing Email

Figure 24: Russian Nesting Dolls

Consider Russian nesting dolls.

(Sokolova 2014) (Openclipart 2023)

(Alberto 2019) Think of the outermost

doll as processes for the entire orga-

nization. If the nesting is “process”,

then the next doll in the nested dolls is

not only a process, but is a subprocess

of the first. Email means an email

process within the Billing process,

which is within AR, etc. This vertical

constraint on nesting facilitates human

cognition. With computer cognition,

we could (and often do) have any

number of nesting relations.

Each nesting doll is also a graph at its

own level. This provides different per-

spectives, and is useful to bring the

focus of the domain to the humans in-

volved. For instance, anybody in the accounting department should be able to answer questions

about “accounting processes” level. Within that level, or graph, there may be questions about

AR/AP processes that are specific to that group. Nesting does not conserve relations. Any relations

have to be re-defined. What this means is that if you are at the “accounting processes” level, a

flow to “Email billing” is not the same destination entity as it is at the Email process level. This

makes sense if you consider how a human interview would go, since somebody authoritative

for how email works within the billing application has a much more sophisticated understanding.

This is the beauty of graphs.

Single Page Application
Back-end processing and analysis are counter to agency and portability. The standardization of

embedded processing in the browser, as well as standards for sharing and rendering (JavaScript,

HTTP and HTML), can provide a completely portable analysis tool without the need for external

services. It is like having a computer within a web browser. The design for 3SA does not require

a network to maintain and visualize system models. The focus on 3SA is on resilience and human

cognition. If you lose network connectivity, or your cloud provider goes dark, how can it be called

resilience if you can’t solve problems? 3SA is extensible to cloud compute and other services,

but it runs local-first by design. For human cognition of systems this is reasonable, as the data
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doesn’t get too large. This makes 3SA perfect for recovery scenarios.

Usually a Single Page Applications (SPA) relies on external scripts and/or web servers. If all of the

libraries are embedded in the SPA, though, there are no external dependencies. In addition to

embedding the scripts, the source code and license must be available from within the SPA, as

reference to other files limit the portability. This facilitates agency, as well as protects from legal

issues from redistribution of modified code.

Storage Compute Visualization

Figure 25: Design Components

Storage

The authoritative store is comprised of triples encoded as UTF-8, with a newline character

terminating each triple stored on a file system. Subject, predicate, and object are delimited by

(code point 1F539, small blue diamond). This document assumes Unicode 15.0, and may be

adjusted over time as prudent and convenient. (Unicode 2022a) (Pike 2003) (Unicode 2022c)

Emoji in the triples should use fully qualified emoji when available. (Unicode 2022b) ( )(  )

3SA has a soft limit of roughly 5MB of triples. I have created implementations that compressed

3400 triples to 17MB as an edge case. This includes build steps for the OS I’m writing this on

right now, including compiler output. (  ) 3SA uses nesting, so the constraint on capacity is more

about the ability of the web browser to handle the size of the web page. ( )

Since the data itself is the knowledge of the system, this is attainable. All you need is a copy of

the data and something to render it with. ( )

Consider these two triples:

0 6 11   1  CFO

0 6 11   2  CFO

They both use an optional convention of using a to delimit a path. The path includes a level

indicator, as well as an emoji classifier at the end, and an instance integer. The node ID for the

first triple is 0 6 11   1. Here is what UTF-8 looks like directly on a file system using a

binary editor (Buergmann 2022):

1 00000000 30 F0 9F 94 B8 36 F0 9F 94 B8 31 31 E2 96 AA EF 0....6....11....

2 00000010 B8 8F E2 9A 97 EF B8 8F F0 9F 94 B8 31 F0 9F 94 ............1...

3 00000020 B9 E2 86 94 EF B8 8F F0 9F 94 B9 F0 9F 91 A4 F0 ................

4 00000030 9F 94 B8 43 46 4F 0A 30 F0 9F 94 B8 36 F0 9F 94 ...CFO.0....6...

5 00000040 B8 31 31 E2 96 AA EF B8 8F E2 9A 97 EF B8 8F F0 .11.............

6 00000050 9F 94 B8 32 F0 9F 94 B9 E2 86 94 EF B8 8F F0 9F ...2............

7 00000060 94 B9 F0 9F 91 A4 F0 9F 94 B8 43 46 4F 0A ..........CFO.
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This is JavaScript code that will convert lines of triples into the matching UTF-8 encoding on the

file system:

let lines=`0 6 11   1  CFO

0 6 11   2  CFO

`

const textEncoder = new TextEncoder()

uline=''

let j=0

const u8=textEncoder.encode(lines)

for (let i of u8){

if (j==16){

uline+="\n"

j=0

}

j++

uline+=i.toString(16).padStart(2, '0')+' '

}

console.log(uline)

Run inside a web page with a script tag, or with node:

1 $ node triples_to_UTF-8.js

2 30 f0 9f 94 b8 36 f0 9f 94 b8 31 31 e2 96 aa ef

3 b8 8f e2 9a 97 ef b8 8f f0 9f 94 b8 31 f0 9f 94

4 b9 e2 86 94 ef b8 8f f0 9f 94 b9 f0 9f 91 a4 f0

5 9f 94 b8 43 46 4f 0a 30 f0 9f 94 b8 36 f0 9f 94

6 b8 31 31 e2 96 aa ef b8 8f e2 9a 97 ef b8 8f f0

7 9f 94 b8 32 f0 9f 94 b9 e2 86 94 ef b8 8f f0 9f

8 94 b9 f0 9f 91 a4 f0 9f 94 b8 43 46 4f 0a

This is Python code that will convert lines of triples into the matching UTF-8 encoding on the file

system:

1 lines='''0 6 11   1  CFO

2 0 6 11   2  CFO
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3 '''

4 h=lines.encode("utf-8").hex()

5 hb=''

6 j=0

7 for i in range(0, len(h),2):

8 if j==16:

9 hb+="\n"

10 j=0

11 j+=1

12 hb+=h[i:i+2]+' '

13 print(hb)

Run:

1 $ python3 triples_to_UTF-8.py

2 30 f0 9f 94 b8 36 f0 9f 94 b8 31 31 e2 96 aa ef

3 b8 8f e2 9a 97 ef b8 8f f0 9f 94 b8 31 f0 9f 94

4 b9 e2 86 94 ef b8 8f f0 9f 94 b9 f0 9f 91 a4 f0

5 9f 94 b8 43 46 4f 0a 30 f0 9f 94 b8 36 f0 9f 94

6 b8 31 31 e2 96 aa ef b8 8f e2 9a 97 ef b8 8f f0

7 9f 94 b8 32 f0 9f 94 b9 e2 86 94 ef b8 8f f0 9f

8 94 b9 f0 9f 91 a4 f0 9f 94 b8 43 46 4f 0a

9 $

The authoritative store can be read directly using these methods and compared against the

visualization of the triples.

Triples are embedded in the web page using emoji like this (  ):

let triples=‘ 1  Party like 1999

1 1999-12-31

1 This is my article‘

Luckily for us, UTF-8 is a standard, at least now. While emoji vary somewhat between platforms,

Unicode pins down the meaning of the sequences fairly well, so the translated images are similar

enough for cognition. Be very careful about the store. The web page is on the store, and the

sequence of the triples saved in the web page on the file system must follow pure UTF-8, not

a visual rendering of UTF-8 that was saved again. It sounds far fetched, but not all Unicode is

visible. I’ve had applications render an emoji as a text style, and then I add the character that

treats the visualization as a fully qualified emoji. There are also characters that don’t look like
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anything on the screen, or are slightly different. This means that the scripts above aren’t just

educational. Pull out the UTF-8 encoded bits from your web page and make sure the sequences

are really what you mean.

Compute

A single web page is stored in UTF-8 that includes triples. The triples are then ingested with code

like this (  ):

1 let lines=triples.split('\n')

2 let preds=new Set()

3 let lines_to_data = (dct) =>{

4 lines.forEach(

5 triple => {

6 preds.add(triple.split(' ')[1])

7 let a=triple.split(/ | /)

8 let path=[]

9 a.reduce(

10 (p,c,i) => {

11 path.push(a[i])

12 p[c]=p[c] || {}

13 return p[c]

14 }

15 ,dct

16 )

17 }

18 )

19 return dct

20 }

21 let data=lines_to_data({})

After ingesting the triples, this is what preds contains:

[ “  ”, “ ”, “ ” ]

This is what data contains:

1 {

2 " ": {

3 "1": {

4 "  ": {
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5 "Party like 1999": {}

6 },

7 " ": {

8 "1999-12-31": {}

9 },

10 " ": {

11 "This is my article": {}

12 }

13 }

14 }

15 }

Once the triples are processed the user navigates with hashchange events. Set up the functions

associated with the change (  ) (H. 2023c):

1 let nav_top = (last) => {

2 window.location = (decodeURI(last))

3 window.scrollTo({

4 top: 0,

5 behavior: 'smooth'

6 })

7 return false

8 }

9 let cc0 = () => {

10 document.getElementById('sean_button').style.visibility = "visible"

11 main_content.innerHTML = 'This content is released under the terms of CC0'

12 return false

13 }

14 let initiate = () => {

15 main_content.innerHTML=''

16 for (let k in data[' ']){

17 if (!(k in preds)){

18 main_content.innerHTML+='<p>Title: '+

19 Object.keys(data[' '][k]['  '])[0]+'<br>Date: '+

20 Object.keys(data[' '][k][' '])[0]+'<br>-----------<br>'+

21 Object.keys(data[' '][k][' '])[0]

22 }

23 }

24 }
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Add a listener for hash change on the window and an associated function (  ):

1 let refresh_page = (last) =>{

2 let q_line=decodeURI(window.location.hash.substring(1)) || ''

3 q_line==' '

4 ? nav_top(last)

5 : q_line=='  '

6 ? legal()

7 : initiate()

8 }

9 refresh_page('#')

10 window.addEventListener('hashchange', (event) => {

11 refresh_page(event.oldURL)

12 return false

13 })

This is the code used to view the source of included base64 libraries (H. 2023c):

1 let view_source = (item) => {

2 document.getElementById('sean_button').style.visibility = "visible"

3 let re = /<!-- (.+) --><script

src="data:text\/javascript;base64,(.+)"><\/script>/↪

4 let comm = document.body.innerHTML.match(re)

5 main_content.innerHTML = '<p><b id="' + comm[1] + '"><i>' + comm[1] +

'</i></b><p><pre class="small"><code>' +↪

6 hljs.highlight(js_beautify(b64DecodeUni(comm[2]), {

7 indent_size: 2,

8 space_in_empty_paren: true

9 }), {

10 language: 'javascript',

11 ignoreIllegals: true

12 }).value + '</code></pre>'

13 }

This code will load the triples into a data table for editing (H. 2023c) (H. 2023d):
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1 let rows=[]

2 for (let l of lines){

3 let a=l.split(' ')

4 rows.push({column1: a[0],column2: a[1],column3: a[2]})

5 }

6 const t = new SimpleDataTable(main_content)

7 t.load(rows)

8 t.setHeaders(['s', 'p', 'o']);

9 t.on(SimpleDataTable.EVENTS.UPDATE, (dt) => {

10 lines=[]

11 for (let c of dt){

12 lines.push(c.column1+' '+c.column2+' '+c.column3)

13 }

14 data=lines_to_data({})

15 return false

16 })

17 t.render()

Visualization

Quick and collaborative visualization of the system, coupled with the feature of proposition

validataion, is the primary advantage of triples. While the preference of humans will vary,

designing an interactive, visual scheme that fits the audience and situation is key to successfully

collaborating on difficult problems. A fully patched Windows 10, Windows 11, macOS 11+ (x86-64

or ARM64), as well as most GNU/Linux distributions with color emoji support can house the

filesystem for full view of the files.

While 3SA focuses on a SPA as the primary container and form of knowledge representation, the

ability to export visualizations is a critical part of the design of 3SA.

For 2D graphs, a preferred export format to use is SVG, as it is vector based. As an example,

navagate to (The  demo site ) and click on to export the graph to an SVG. It is important to

allow the user to change the view prior to export if possible i.e. let the user drag nodes around

so the graph is clearer. 3D graphs are more difficult, as they often don’t render in 2D in a useful

way. Since the SPA has the ability to render the 3D graph, though, and there are no external

dependencies, this mitigates the risk to persistence.

For a 2D interactive SPA, Cytoscape can directly transform the triples into a graph. First, load the

triples into the a dictionary of elements and style:

1 let lines_to_data = (dct) =>{

2 dct[' ']={}
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3 dct['  ']={}

4 for (let i of lines){

5 let [s,o]=i.split('  ')

6 dct['  '][s]={"data":{"id": s,"type":"node","label":s}}

7 dct['  '][o]={"data":{"id": o,"type":"node","label":o}}

8 dct['  '][s+' '+o]={"data":{"id": s+' '+o,"source":

o,"target":s},"type":"edge"}↪

9 }

10 dct[' ']['edge']={selector: "edge",

11 style: {

12 "width": "2px",

13 "line-color": "black",

14 "mid-target-arrow-shape": "triangle",

15 "mid-target-arrow-color": "black",

16 "curve-style": "bezier"

17 }}

18 dct[' ']['node']={selector: 'node',

19 style:{

20 "content":"data(label)",

21 "text-halign":"center",

22 "text-valign":"center",

23 "font-size":"48px",

24 "text-background-padding": "5",

25 "text-background-opacity":"0",

26 "background-opacity":"0",

27 "width":"50px",

28 "height":"50px",

29 "background-color": "white"

30 }

31 }

32 return dct

33 }

34 let data=lines_to_data({})

Then, set up your interactive Cytoscape graph, using the the elements and style dictionary:

1 let initiate = () => {

2 main_content.innerHTML=''

3 cy = cytoscape({
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4 container: document.getElementById('main_content'),

5 layout: {

6 name: 'dagre',

7 directed: true,

8 animate: true,

9 fit: true

10 },

11 elements:Object.values(data['  ']),

12 style:Object.values(data[' '])

13 })

14 cy.on('mouseover', 'node', function(evt){

15 evt.target.style({ "border-width":"6px","border-color":"#0077BB"});

16 evt.target.incomers("edge").style({ "width": "6px","line-color": "#CC3311"

})↪

17 })

18 cy.on('mouseover', 'edge', function(evt){

19 evt.target.style({ "width": "6px","line-color": "#CC3311" })

20 evt.target.connectedNodes().style({

"border-width":"6px","border-color":"#0077BB"})↪

21 })

22 cy.on('mouseout', 'node', function(evt){

23 evt.target.style({ "border-width":"0px"});

24 evt.target.incomers("edge").style({ "width": "2px","line-color": "black" })

25 })

26 cy.on('mouseout', 'edge', function(evt){

27 evt.target.style({ "width": "2px","line-color": "black" });

28 evt.target.connectedNodes().style({ "border-width":"0px"});

29 })

30 setup_nav(cy)

31 document.getElementById('sean_button').style.visibility="hidden"

32 }

For 3D graphs, use D3. Process the triples into a dictionary:

1 let nodes=new Set()

2 let edges=new Set()

3 const prim_rel='    '

4 let grind = (prevpath,path,dct) => {

5 if (path.length>1){
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6 let curnew=path.shift()

7 let s=prevpath.join(' ')+'  '+curnew

8 let o=prevpath.concat(curnew).join(' ')+'  '+path.slice(0,1)

9 edges.add(s+' '+o)

10 prevpath.push(curnew)

11 grind(prevpath,path,dct)

12 }

13 return(prevpath)

14 }

15 let lines_to_data = (dct) =>{

16 for (let i of lines){

17 let [s,p,o]=i.trim().split(' ')

18 _.setWith(dct,[s,p,o],'',Object)

19 }

20 for (let i of lines){

21 let [s,p,o]=i.trim().split(' ')

22 if (prim_rel.includes(p)){

23 let ls=s.split(' ').slice(-2).join('')

24 let lo=o.split(' ').slice(-2).join('')

25 let a=s.split(' ').slice(1,-2).concat(s.split(' ').slice(-1))

26 let level=grind(['0'],a,dct).join(' ')+' '

27 nodes.add(s+' '+ls+' '+vl(dct,[s,' ']).replaceAll('\\n','\n'))

28

nodes.add(level+o+' '+lo+' '+vl(dct,[level+o,' ']).replaceAll('\\n','\n'))↪

29 edges.add(s+' '+level+o)

30 }

31 }

32 return dct

33 }

34

35 let data=lines_to_data({})

36

37 let update_tri= (tri) => {

38 nodes.clear()

39 edges.clear()

40 triples=tri

41 lines=triples.split('\n')

42 data=lines_to_data({})

43 }

Load the dictionary up in a graph:
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1 let initiate = (dct) => {

2 main_content.innerHTML=''

3 let fullgraph={"nodes":[],"links":[]}

4 nodes.forEach(n =>{

5 let na=n.split(' ')

6 fullgraph.nodes.push({"id":na[0],"label":na[1],"hover":na[2]})

7 })

8 edges.forEach(e =>{

9 let ea=e.split(' ')

10 fullgraph.links.push({"source":ea[0],"target":ea[1]})

11 })

12 let gr=document.getElementById("main_content")

13 let wd=gr.clientWidth

14 let ht=gr.clientHeight

15 const Graph = ForceGraph3D()

16 let td=Graph(gr)

17 td.width(wd)

18 td.height(ht)

19 td.graphData(fullgraph)

20 td.onBackgroundRightClick( node => {

21 td.renderer().domElement.toBlob(function(blob){

22 let file_name = prompt("Enter file name. This will show up in your browser's

download folder with a png extension.");↪

23 saveAs( blob, file_name )

24 })

25 })

26 td.nodeThreeObject(node => {

27 const sprite = new SpriteText(node.label)

28 sprite.material.depthWrite = false

29 sprite.color = 'lightgrey'

30 sprite.textHeight = 8

31 sprite.padding = 2

32 return sprite

33 })

34 td.nodeLabel('hover')

35 Graph.d3Force('charge').strength(-50)

36 document.getElementById('sean_button').style.visibility="hidden"

37 }
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Finish
This is an odd way to finish a design, as there is much work to do to create a SPA that works.

Further, the analysis is part of the design itself. Resilience requires flexibility in the beginning,

which is both why this works so well, but also why the lines are blurred between analysis, design,

and engineering. Consider pushing dev tasks onto your system analyst rather than vice versa.

Directly involve stakeholders in defining the schema. It is similar to the early days of personal

computers. Non-technical people assumed they would weave applications together with code,

either collaboratively as part of the sale, or as training. Think of these components in that sense,

as though they are bits of BASIC code that integrates the data. Establish the situation with the

schema at the same time you are considering the compute to render the visualizations. The

visualization will play back into the schema design. These are flexible, complimentary tasks that

iteratively improve each other, yet at the same time, they aren’t that heavy. JavaScript is a bit of

a jump for many, but I have included standard features in the design, that can be used to build

out new solutions. Even better, I have implemented this design with eleven demonstration SPAs

in ( ) that should help imagine models for a variety of different scenarios. Once you are solid

on creating SPAs that provide near real-time visualization and collaboration, these can extend to

streams and inference (H. 2023e). ( ) (  )

 Operations
This section shows how to operate systems based on the design. Since operating a SPA on a file

system by opening in a web browser is trivial by design, operations involves implementing the

design with code, and ensuring data and visualization extensibility aspects.

 Inference
This is a stretch, an extensibility aspect that might be prudent to consider while making the

gathered knowledge operational. ( ) I’m including it in operations, as the integration is likely an

ongoing process. Further, as long as inference is explored as part of the design considerations,

inference can be decoupled from other data flows, much like how data warehousing and reporting

can be decoupled.

Inference takes a set of triples and deductively infers new triples (MarkLogic 2023). I’m taking

many liberties by hacking up perfectly good machine cognition work started by Tim Berners-Lee

and the RDF/OWL Semantic Web crowd through to Barry Smith and BFO (W3C 2023) (Bergman

2018a) (Kabilan 2007) (Bergman 2018b). BFO uses philosophical terms like “One-dimensional

continuant fiat boundary” (Arp, Smith, and Spear 2015). My focus is on human cognition. We

have assumed, since the 1960s, that this kind of knowledge was suited to computers and not

useful for direct cognition, even though the motivation goes back much further as a foundation

for pragmatism (Brachman and Schmolze 1985) (Peirce 1878). Notice in the design, that the

machine parts, the compute and visualization, go back and forth between humans and analysis.

Black box modeling doesn’t have that tight a loop. It is often one-way, with the models and/or

generative AI behind the curtain (Ayoub_Ali 2023). With the constraints I put on nesting and

relations, this design can be both be cognitively understood by humans as a system, but can also

be loaded into a triple store/graph database for machine cognition. Inference is a big advantage.

(  )
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One of the early graph database stars that is still burning bright, and also one of the few truly

open source and free as in beer triple stores and analysis tools is Virtuoso. Let’s pull down a

Docker image and run it :

1 docker pull openlink/virtuoso-opensource-7

2 mkdir triple_pub_store

3 cd triple_pub_store

4 docker run --name my_virtdb -e DBA_PASSWORD=dba -p 1111:1111 \

5 -p 8890:8890 -v `pwd`:/database openlink/virtuoso-opensource-7:latest

Alternatively, compile it (Software 2023). Pull a set of triples from (H. 2023f). There are

only two predicates in this model and  . are nested processes, so <0  6> < >

<0 6  1> means <0  6> is the parent nesting doll, and <0 6  1> is the

next one inside, or <0  6> has_a_sub-process <0 6  1>. The < and > need to go

around the triples so that Virtuoso sees them as an RDF N-triple form (W3C 2014a). The graph

can be any URL (IRI is technically what it is called, but a URL is a kind of IRI) (W3C 2014b). Load

the graph:

SPARQL INSERT DATA { GRAPH <triples> {

<0  6> < > <0 6  1> .

<0 6  1> <  > <0 6 CentA> .

<0 6  1> <  > <0 6 MailR> .

.

.

.

<0 6  1> <  > <0 6 5> .

<0 6  1> <  > <0 6 2> .

<0 6  1> <  > <0 6 7> .

}}

See the full set of triples at (H. 2023f). Query for processes where a sub-process is

0 6 6  1:

select ?s where {

?s < > <0 6 6  1>

OPTION (TRANSITIVE,T_DISTINCT,T_NO_CYCLES,T_MIN(0)) .

}
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Figure 26: Inference

This is a trivial example, as we already know from the path that 0 6  6 and 0  6 are

the parent and grandparent of the tiny Matryoshka doll (Sokolova 2014). That is the whole idea

of human cognition, and why Gane and Sarson picked the notation (Gane and Sarson 1977). It

still counts as inference, because we never put in 0  6 0 6 6  1 as a fact.

I’m bringing this all up to show that the knowledge we build with 3SA truly is extensible, and can

be easily transformed into proper knowledge within an ontology, if needed for machine cognition

(H. 2023g) (Debruyne et al. 2019). It is a natural next step after capturing the knowledge. There

are many less trivial questions that are way beyond the scope of this paper, that are possible, like

“if a data store is down, what users are affected?”. This is particularly useful in stream analysis,

as it couples human understanding of the system with data streams that humans need machine

cognition to visualize. My advice is to trim the scope of direct engagement with 3SA and system

analysis to minimal triples using emoji and other mnemonic devices that cater to humans. Spin off

an operational feed for inference and store, but do it without encumbering the primary effort. For

instance, if there is a crisis and a new transport mechanism needs to be implemented to distribute

food, then map out the feature aspects for collaboration, knowledge, and communication, etc.,

design the system for the quality aspects, timebox inference considerations, and get on with the

design.

Examples
These examples all fit the design. They are single page apps that process triples into JSON and
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then interactively visualize.

Graph Traversal and Analysis

(The demo site ) has analysis tools available that can be used within the SPA. It is also a good

example of why paths can become a problem. Consider Fig. 27.

Figure 27: 1855 Railway

This would be a bad choice for a taxonomy. First off, the original diagram has circular connections

(McCallum and Henshaw 1855). One end of the line is attached to another end in a circle, but the

ends aren’t connected in the diagram. Second, when a station is added, all of the downstream

node IDs need to be rewritten. Instead, my implementation uses IDs without paths, just like grup

graphs do (“Miri (Episode)” 1966)). Here are the nodes:

1  6

2  7

3  8

8  11
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11  12

4  9

5  10

7  13

13  14

9  16

16  17

1 6

1 5

1 4

1 3

1 2

2 1

3 2

4 3

5 4

6 5

is the logical chain of command before the stations, and is the chain of physical stations.

Notice that there are two relations, one between people, and one between stations. This is a

feature of the 1855 diagram, which shows how useful scruffy can be if humans are visualizing.

The diagram would quite likely be confusing to a machine.

Th code below uses a breadth-first search off of the root node to enumerate the tracks off of

1, the general superintendent. This will establish the first set of subordinates by division,

which are also tracks:

1 let rt=cy.filter('node[id=" 1"]')

2 cy.elements().bfs({

3 roots: rt,

4 visit: function (v, e, u, i, depth) {

5 if (depth==1 && v.id().split(' ')[0]==' '){

6 dct[' '][v.id()] = {}

7 }

8 }

9 })

We then take a node and calculate the shortest path back to 1, using Cytoscape JS aStar to

figure out what track it is on, and do some trigonometry to plot the station:
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1 let pth=cy.elements().aStar({ root: rt, goal: node})

2 for (let n of pth.path){

3 if (n.data().id in dct[' '] && node.id().split(' ')[0]==' ' &&

node.id().split(' ').length==2){↪

4 num=Object.keys(dct[' ']).indexOf(n.data().id)

5 ang=(num*Math.PI+Math.PI)/6

6 let x=w/2+pth.distance*290*Math.cos(ang)

7 let y=h-pth.distance*290*Math.sin(ang)

8 dct[' '][node.id()]={"line":num,"x":x,"y":y,"ang": ang}

9 return {"x":x,"y":y}

10 }

11 }

 Simple Example

(The  demo site ) is used in several of the design aspects. ( )

3D Force Graph of Multi-level Dataflow

(The demo site ) is useful to show relations, outliers, and nestings with multiple levels when

2d gets busy. It is used in the 3D visualization design aspects. ( ) Fig. 28 shows how this looks.

Figure 28: 3D DFD
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 Single Level Dependency

(The  demo site ) was used in ( ).

 Journal example

(The  demo site ) has no container node for the graph. , , , , ( Journal, Memories,

Dreams, Dialog, Subject) are all at the root of the node path:

2 I don’t trust my cat. I caught her embezzling from me.

2 2022-08-02

3 2022-08-04

1 cats

1 1991-02-20

1  Jacob’s mother

1 Fluffy’s mother, Jacob was a vicious, but fun cat.

1 cats

1 steve_martin

1 2022-10-05

1  cat theft

1 I think my cat tried to open too many envelopes, looking for checks.

1 snl

1 anna_freud

1 2022-07-21

1  Banana and Bowl of Fruit

1 I dreamed that everybody had a big bowl of fruit in their lap.

1 2022-07-04

1  Pete Sinclair

Requiring a path to identify a node can cause problems; however, it can also provide an easy way

to represent knowledge as a hybrid taxonomy. In the above example, it is not possible to create

a journal entry that includes present events and a dream at the same time, as the second node

in the path is the category. Segmenting this way, though, has tradition (Sinclair, Leon 1981).

 OS Construction

(The  demo site ) shows a single artifact that lists build steps. The set of triples can be pulled

for modification and put back in for capture. Dealing with emoji is still difficult for the toolchain,

so I had to double encode the markdown. This is how the build step markdown is decoded:

marked.parse(b64DecodeUni(LZString.decompressFromEncodedURIComponent(art)))

This is compressed with Python using lzstring:
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import base64

import lzstring

x = lzstring.LZString()

m64=base64.b64encode(bytearray(m,"utf8")).decode('utf-8')

comp=x.compressToEncodedURIComponent(m64)

I tried it with Zstandard by building a dictionary, and while the compression was great, the

performance was too sluggish with the number of build steps I had. Note that since I am following

the design that everything is on one page, I can always extract the build steps using the included

JavaScript. If, at a later time, I decide to use a different compression routine, that is fine, as I

have the data in a usable format. The relations are in a human readable form:

 66 e2fsprogs-1.45.3.tar.gz 447a225c05f0a81121f6ddffbf55b06c

 66  GocQ…

 66  e2fsprogs

 66 LYawJglg…

 66 LYaw…

 66 MYEw…

Step 66 is a rough sequence with a label of e2fsprogs. The long output of the compiled command,

, is compressed and in base64, as is the short output, . (Sometimes the long output is

simply too long to store. Also, the short output isn’t necessarily automated, so I separate them.)

The commands to run for the build step, , are in base64. The md5 hash, , of the tarball

used by is 447a225c05f0a81121f6ddffbf55b06c. All of this information is in the SPA. I wrote

3SA, what you are reading now, PDF and HTML, with the build steps on (The  demo site ). It

is based on LFS 9 (Beekmans and Dubbs 2019), but I tweaked it quite a bit over the course of

coding and documenting 3SA, along with BLFS 9 steps (Team 2019). While it is true that there is

much more complete knowledge on the LFS site, it is also true that encapsulating the steps in a

human-readable way has advantages. Further, as far as resilience, I could re-use this mechanism

to build any OS. I imagine that a recent GNU/Linux distribution will do what I need. At the time I

started this, though, there were issues with both Graphviz and emoji that were solved by rolling

my own OS. I admit that if it wasn’t for the heroic efforts of the LFS folks, this particular approach

would be too cumbersome. It does make a good demo, though.

 Contextual Lists/Info
(The  demo site ) shows text visualizations that change based on user choices. This model

could be adapted to provide checklists that change based on completed tasks. It is an alternative

to fixed workflow platforms (Gawande 2010).

Concentric presentation

(The demo site ) provides an alternative view using graphics instead of emoji nodes. Fig. 29

is an earlier presentation of 3SA.
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Who is working on what?
What changes have been made?

How does the system work?
Where are the system components?

Why are we doing this?

Visual and semantic standards

What knowledge is crucial?
How do we retain knowledge?

Quick to learn
Stakeholder visibility

Easy to change
Standard for area

All may contribute.
All may validate.

All may be accountable.

Quick system state updates
Replay

Figure 29: Concentric presentation

Single level data flow

(The demo site ) puts all nodes on one level:

0 6 3 Bulk Cards

0 6 PO Postal Employee

0 6 4 A-R\nDatabase

0 6 6  1 Fanisizer\nCloud

0 6 6  1  1

0 6 6  1  2

0 6 6  1  DigMkt

0 6 6  1  SupC

0 6 6  1  3
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0 6 6  2 IdentiTroll

With data flow, process 6 6  1 is a subprocess of 6  6. This can provide an org-wide

view that is particularly useful for alarms. It would be possible to then zoom in on a multi-level

graph, or hover for location information.

Multi-level data flow

(The demo site ) is a proper Gane and Sarson multi-level style graph. This is discussed in

(  ). The large portion of why I did all of this work is I wanted a better way to collaborate and

generate data flow diagrams. Personally, I find DFDs to be one of the most flexible models. It

turns out, after years of looking at this, that the reason why they work so well is because of the

graph theory behind Structured System Analysis. Really, most folks reading this document could

take ( ) as-is, and start building out data flow models right away, with automatically generated

diagrams. In addition, narrative could be layered over the top of the graph. I wish I had this years

ago.

Collapsible lists

(The demo site ) is based on MEER First Principles (Tao 2023). It shows a hierarchy of

propositions that can each be validated on their own, expanded, and clarified. Do we need to

offset 1,500TW EEI? We should be able to evaluate the larger system to determine how much

energy is going into the Earth system and how much is leaving. Taxonomies also facilitate the

appropriate view, as only the interesting branch is expanded. If the unique node ID includes a

taxonomy classification it becomes more difficult to adjust. The triples are in a taxonomy:

   Popular efforts lead to ecosystem collapse

    Efforts require energy

    MEER low energy to scale

    MEER immediately addresses imbalance

    Efforts require time

Node    depends on node   that means ecosystem collapse. This

makes it difficult to move things around as we gain new information. In this particular demo, the

point was to show collapsible lists, which are a kind of taxonomy anyway, so this is fine.

About Me
… or, how I got the Triple System Analysis bug, and lived to tell about it.

Homebrew Computer
My interest in maps started with my computing hobby. I purchased a MicroAce kit in 1980

(MicroAce 1980). I wasn’t satisified. I wanted to know how a computer worked deeper than just

entering BASIC, so I decided to build one myself. I completed the first breadboard version of a

Z-80 homebrew that same year, in 1980. It failed miserably. I didn’t understand the concept of

a high-impedance state for the bus, and I thought my construction technique was creating too

much noise. I worked on and off for many years, breadboarding different versions. With the ups

and downs in my life, it took awhile to finish. I would go for years at a time without working on it,

but I finally completed a working, soldered system in 1992.
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Figure 30: Homebrew Computer

Figure 31: Click for Der Blinkenlights Vid.

The display in the upper right of Fig. 30 I soldered

first, in 1989. I’m using old 25 pair telco wire. The

insulation melted and caused shorts, but I chose

it because I owned some at the time. The lower

right board that is connected to the bottom of the

case holds 2N2222 drivers for lamps, which you

can see in Fig. 31, which shows me toggling reset.

Right after reset, the lamps in the center, to the

right, show the streaming data the homebrew is

receiving over a PC parallel port. This is a small

bootstrap program that looks for a byte on the

parallel port with the correct signal line state, loads

it into memory, waits for another state change,

loads that byte into memory, repeats until all bytes are loaded, and, finally, jumps back to run the

program, which cycles the incandescent lamps and the 7-segment displays (Triple Pub 2023b). A

bootstrap is usually entered through rows of switches and lights called a front panel. I couldn’t

afford a proper front panel, so I used dipswitches and a paperclip interface with NAND gates
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in a set/reset configuration to debounce and enter data. Fig. 32 is what I used to program the

bootstrap directly into memory.

Figure 32: Paperclip Front Panel

Figure 33: Point-to-point on Perfboard

The NAND gates are in the electrical tape wrapped

handle of the perfboard. You can see the binary-

decimal conversion for the bit locations written in

between the paperclips sticking out. As I moved

the homebrew around, following jobs and apart-

ments, the solder connections would break, mainly

because of bad soldering on my part, in combina-

tion with the technical debt of choosing point-to-

point solder on perfboard, as shown in Fig. 33. I needed a way to document it, and a schematic

which doubled as a physical diagram of the pinouts was the most effective reference for trou-

bleshooting. When I first breadboarded this, I started with the hand-drawn diagram in Fig.

34.
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Figure 34: Original Hand-drawn Homebrew Schematic

Click here for full drawing.

Figure 35: 1997 Diagram

Click here for vector version.
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Figure 36: Fixing the Solder Joints

I spent quite a few staycations looking at something

like Fig. 36 My hand drawn version worked OK, but

I realized that legible hand-drawn lines would be

difficult to manage, and finishing the hand-drawn

version would likely end in failure. I tried a variety

of diagram programs, but the only one that worked

for what I needed, that didn’t cost too much, was

Xfig, which I used to create Fig. 35. Xfig only ran

on *NIX systems, and was my early motivation to

learn GNU/Linux (“XFig User Manual” 2021). Wiring

functions like a graph, where the edge is a wire

connecting the nodes of two connections. Or alter-

natively, a schematic is a wiring map. The intention is to create a solder joint that won’t break,

but the reality is that they do, and having a map of pinouts and wires goes miles towards keeping

the homebrew running. My map distinguished control lines from address and bus with color

coding, and curved the lines so they were distinguishable from each other. (Triple Pub 2023a).

 Related Work History
I sold and configured MS-DOS and CP/M-80 machines the first five years of my IT career.

Figure 37: Unicenter TNG Automation

Click here for large version.
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After I got an undergraduate degree in math, my career moved on to enterprise IT with the

widespread adoption of networking in 1994. I got a job at an IT consulting firm as a technician

and helpdesk for the main and satellite office that then morphed from an initial joining of four

founding companies across six cities, into a nation-wide consulting company in 25 cities. The

complexity of the resulting system required automation and third party software to manage. I

learned an early enterprise IT system management platform, Unicenter TNG, but I added my own

automation, as the GUI was cumbersome. I created Fig. 37 in 1999. In 2001, I got a job working

for a startup that provided inventory management and combined purchasing for health food

stores. Most of the stores were connected with dial-up lines. With a crew of three, I deployed and

managed 150 stores with POS/PC systems, centrally updated inventory databases and frequently

changing software at the stores, including Palm OS devices that handled the scanning. This,

combined with the Unicenter TNG work I had done previously, gave me a decent insight into the

coming DevOps perspective that infrastructure was code.

Figure 38: Early DevOps

Click here for large version.

I created Fig. 38 in 2002. It shows CI/CD to 150 stores over dial-up lines. I then got a job in

2003 for a medical ASP (Application Service Provider, what they called cloud before it became

SaaS). In addition to building out and monitoring the front-end servers, I worked on their remit

downloads, verification, and processing. While there, I created my first data flow, documenting

the system I worked on, shown in Fig. 39. In 2006 I got a job as a system architect at a global law

firm. Within the first two weeks of my job at the firm, I jumped right into a critical project. They

were trying to solve the problem of running discovery apps over latent links. They also had a
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horrible network that aggravated this, but they weren’t aware of just how bad it was, and wanted

to buy an app to solve a particular symptom. The CIO set up a meeting, and I met along with my

assigned project manager to establish the timeline for rollout on my first week on the job.

Figure 39: Remit Diagram from 2005
Click here for vector version.

The CIO put me on the spot, and I figured no big deal, I would figure out how it worked, what
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people needed the first week, get the vendor recommendations, and put it in by week two. My

project manager, who had previously worked as a project manager at Rockwell International on

the space shuttle, was not happy that I had answered in this way. I told her I would back it up,

and responded with a two paragraph email that had bullet points for how I saw the project being

implemented. She came back, waving the email at me, and said that what I gave her was entirely

unacceptable. I was confused and thought she was abusing me (she wasn’t). I went to my boss,

a wonderful boss that was generous and thought broadly. She gave me an example of what was

needed. This is how I was introduced to the concept of a solution design document. It is a form

of knowledge that describes where we are now and where we want to be in standard terms, so

that everybody can agree. Not every aspect needed to be filled out. It varied by solution. In the

years that followed, I realized that if the information applied to a system at all, at some point

during the procurement, deployment, or operation of the system, the aspects would come up.

From that time forward, I insisted on creating an appropriately scaled solution description for

every medium+ project I worked on. My work experience so far showed the value of this level of

detail. My insistence on solution description documentation, though, was increasingly received

poorly over time. It was perceived as a drag on “agility”.

I moved on to a technical project manager role, where I moved a point of sale system to cloud

for a brick and mortar retailer, and moved on again to a pioneer of internet search that was

re-inventing itself after losing the search wars to the current apex cloud search engine. I was

in charge of all monitoring. There was a brilliant person in charge of IT that had replaced the

typical relational database reporting with decomposed data that was then fed into reporting

and analysis engines, kind of like the modern Elastic. I realized that key-value pairs in event

streams could be much more effectively analyzed than canned relational reports. This is the

idea of Splunk, and I evangelized Splunk (“Splunk” 2023). I also struggled with the simplest

tasks of reporting on all monitors across thousands of servers. Nodes in a monitoring system do

not fit well into a relational database. Most machines are different, even if they are the same

model. I found that NoSQL approaches worked better for reporting on monitor classes. I was

hot on the key-value pair stream analysis track. I moved on to another startup, where I could do

anything I wanted in IT as long as it was fast enough and fit the requirements of the money that

backed us (large banks). I struggled with my main developer to build out an analysis platform for

an upcoming launch. I finally just did it all myself in two weeks using GNU/Linux, BASH, Perl to

capture and normalize the data, and ran it all into Splunk as key-value pairs, happily proving

my ideas from my previous job. I used my skills in system documentation to demonstrate to the

banks our systems were secure and protected.

Backup Retention
I moved on to another law firm, which had a similar cycle of projects that my solution design skills

worked well for; however, there are some cracks starting to show. There was no architecture

team, and the meaning of engineering and design had degraded to quick vendor meetings and

a few notes. I realized that we had documents we needed to keep for 30 years. The scenario I

was focused on was if documents were corrupted or purposefully deleted and not discovered

until after 30 days. ( ) Backup retention is complicated at a law firm because of discovery.

If email and deleted files are only retained for 30 days by policy, then discovery is easier to
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comply with. The cognitive ability for somebody to include backup retention from a discovery

perspective, backup retention from a critical files perspective, and offsite replication vs. rotation,

was stretched to the point that additional questions about backup retention of critical files were

quickly brushed off. Believe me when I say that three pages of narrative about backup retention

does no good either. I met over ten times over the course of a year to get a proper backup

retention policy in place. It wasn’t until I escalated directly with stakeholders (Records), that

I got traction. With the command of Records, I finally got the operations team to put in a fix;

however, they couldn’t figure out how to make it permanent for more than a year, and I had

to set a yearly notice on my calendar to remind them to add an extra backup for the specific

files I was concerned with. I had no indication that after all of this fight, that it had sunk in with

operations that we needed a broader policy to cover other files, and I had used up more than

my allotted attention fighting for this one backup design requirement aspect. This experience

inspired me to figure out how to break down requirements and design considerations in ways that

stakeholders could understand. As an analyst, the problem is my problem, not the stakeholders’.

Can we agree on small facts?

Agreement and Analysis as Triples
In addition to the increasing cognitive challenges for operations folks trying to shepherd design

considerations, the level of documentation, even in its simplest form, was too much for most

people to understand. I think that the worst part was the long narrative form. Work and associated

design knowledge was being broken down, while I was building my analysis and collaboration

skills up. More and more I would find that even engineering managers could only digest a couple

sentences. There was a perception by management that long-form analysis documents were part

of the old world. The new world was agile. When network, security, storage, and OS dependencies

are stripped away, i.e. all that remains are containers and cloud services, the scope gets narrow

enough that the developers can just write the app, show it to users, and in a tightly coupled

loop deliver and improve products without much engineering or architecture. The perceived

freedom of agile is that there is constant progress, but in practice it comes from sacrificing system

cognition by the humans participating in the agile workstreams. One project, though, changed

my life again, just as significantly as the Rockwell project manager did at the previous law firm.

I was put on a project to convert the public finance group from paper workflow to electronic. I

needed something that captured the system in an abstract way that could be reviewed with the

group. The default Visio model that looked best was Gane and Sarson. It had three symbols. It

made more sense than UML. More importantly, it solved the biggest problem I had so far: an

easy and understandable way to provide levels of different detail. Gane and Sarson is a data

flow model (DFD). Information Technology, at root, deals with data flow. There are many other

perspectives that formal enterprise architecture frameworks capture, but data flow is the lowest

common denominator. I used it to analyze several systems since, at full detail, and it is quite

flexible, particularly with some of the constraints and conventions I have added.

In 2018 I moved on to a company that offered wellness programs and coaching to employers. We

had an outsourced engineering and design team, located overseas, with product management

handled locally. I was meant to bridge that gap. Much of the business workflow was spread

through a cloud service that cost a lot of money, and there was a desire to untangle the systems
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from this service. The workflow was coded over time by many people, and it touched every

aspect of their business. It was not documented. It was a perfect candidate for a DFD. I created

a system-wide DFD. Upper management and stakeholders found the method helpful, but the

problem was that it was difficult to match the velocity of the product and engineering teams. I

did some research on how to increase velocity, found that triples could help, and pitched it to

the company, but they said my ideas were too advanced for them, and in 2019 I was laid off.

I then worked as a consultant for a public utility, where I applied my ideas to monitoring and

infrastructure visualization. Again, though, my ideas were too advanced for them, and after

roughly four months work over the year, my contract expired. I decided to refine my ideas and

publish a solution description on triple system analysis with working examples.

Pollyanna
I am not a Pollyanna. I am aware that broader forces guide our direction, rather than humans

simply deciding where they are, where they want to go, and planning a path towards that

goal. (Karr 2000) (Talking Heads 1980) Early in my career, I was asked to act as the internal

implementation engineer on a document management system for a national consulting firm. I

was supposed to give the all-clear for purchase from a technical perspective. The first attempt

to install the software failed. The IT manager and I both thought this was a very bad sign. The

vendor flew their best consultant out to resolve our concerns. He seemed quite competent. I

shadowed him the whole time he was trying to install the software. At one point he threw his

hands in the air in frustration and exclaimed, “Junk, boys, all junk!”. After a long evening, the

software did finally run. The next day I went to the senior director of the company, and told him

how the software wasn’t ready for us to rely on, and related the “Junk, boys, all junk!” quote. He

explained that it was a done deal. Unless I had any huge issues, we needed to buy the software

and install it. We did discuss what huge issues were if “Junk, boys, all junk!” wasn’t a deal

breaker. The IT manager, my boss, would not fight the decision, even though he disagreed with

it. I asked to be removed from the document management project, and worked on infrastructure

automation for the deployments as we purchased more companies in our roll-up strategy of

growth. A lot of people experienced much pain over the next few years trying to get the software

to run correctly. We had one problem after another. I later fought with IT management and crew

over the concept of latency and network architecture as they shifted from local instances of the

software to centralized. The document management software was a two tier client/server app,

and performed poorly over latent connections. Despite my complaints, despite many whiteboard

sessions arguing bandwidth vs. latency, we deployed it anyway, it failed, and we ended up using

Citrix to resolve the latency issues. Both the latency and the quality issues of the software

were tangible aspects to consider before making decisions, but the people caught up in the

stream of day-to-day life and obligations were unable to break out. I could provide diagrams,

documentation and anecdotes. I could push with exceedingly clear attention to requirements,

but until the system failed and lost money, whatever political machinations were involved in the

momentum of the product implementation would overrule any logic.

There is a similar problem on an individual level. We constantly overestimate our ability to con-

sciously make rational decisions, while much of what we do is motivated by internal unconscious

forces. (Mate, Gabor 2018) (Fuechtner 2011) My opinion is that these forces are even more
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powerful than the political and social forces we are swept away with. Advertisers leverage this

from both angles. (Taylor, Alan 2007) (Collins 2015) I have found in my personal experience,

that keeping a journal with dreams, subjects, daily entries, and memories helps to scare up

unconscious forces and aids me in seizing agency in my life, by repeatedly using the revealed

map against my intended goals. (Sinclair, Leon 1981) The process is similar to overcoming the

director and IT manager’s fear of standing up to the political currents. If a map was collaboratively

built of the goals, interests and value that the organization had, and been communicated, then

it might have helped trust between the companies that had been acquired in the roll-up, and

resolution of the issue with the document management system might have been possible. I also

know from experience that changing course off of these currents is extremely difficult. Usually it

is motivated by crisis. 3SA is all I have, though. This is my best idea for how to change things,

either now, or if we are unable, after the system proves to be junk and we fail. Discouragingly,

we seem to be moving away from owning maps and knowledge. We have our stream devices in

our pockets and screens that entertain us, advise us, and bring us food. We’ve moved to user

stories that trigger incremental updates to systems week by week, and overall system cognition

is downplayed in deference to black-box modeling owned by apex cloud interests. (Meadows,

Donella 1977) (Edwards 2023) I refuse to play the game of the fifteen second presentation that

shows how to monetize streams, a slice of allotted attention that is optimized to illusory self-best

interest. (Van den Berg and Van den Berg 2012) I will provide a method of creating maps and

tools that facilitate aspects of system resilience. The rest is up to you, but let me know if I can

help. I’m all about this.

Outsider Art
My main motivation with this paper is to capture a vision I developed over the last decade about

how analysis and systems, both IT and the biosphere, can benefit by the concept of triples. I don’t

pretend that I understand more than 10 percent of Charles Peirce, nor heavy semiotics. I don’t

pretend that I’m an academic, but I have borrowed some of the techniques for this presentation.

My approach is more outsider art than a proper thesis (McDonald 2020). If I had to do it all over

again, I still wouldn’t pursue a higher degree than my generic math undergraduate degree. I

value those that do follow the academic paths, particularly those that strive to share knowledge

in their career, rather than cashing in. I have traced many academics in the space I’m interested

in, where they were all open about their ideas, and then BOOM, everything is closed off and they

have a product with IP to protect. I imagine I’ve probably committed a few academic sins in this

work. The references are related, but sometimes in exactly the opposite way as context. I also

include tangential references, either much broader than context, or only including a small piece.

I am doing this in good faith, but please treat this as outsider art rather than following established

norms. This is the best way I could come up with to share the vision I have about this topic, and

provide a working example of the ideas. Fig. 40 was my attempt a few years ago at putting all of

3SA into a single page. My idea was that symbolic links on a file system could connect the leaves

of a taxonomy, and form a graph that could be processed with Graphviz to create a visualization

(Graphviz 2023). Text associated with the leaves could add detail. I even included a SPARQL

query to do inference on the triples using a formal ontology, but it would require processing the

tree to create triples and inserting into Virtuoso (W3C 2013) (Software 2023) (Debruyne et al.
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2019). It was understandably difficult for people to imagine how the ideas were useful. It also

required quite a few pieces. One advantage of this method is that the trees can be checked in

with git. I ended up going with emoji triples, though, in the end, and arrived at 3SA. Triples in

text form can also be checked in. I’d say Fig. 40 qualifies as outsider art.

Figure 40: A Skeleton Key to Semantic Data Flow

Click here for higher res/color
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 Notes
Sections that derail the flow of the document

Mind Mapping
3SA is similar to mind mapping. Fig. 41 is a limited set of triples from ( ), entered into VYM

(Drechsel 2023). Mind maps are mainly trees, not graphs, since the leaves don’t normally connect;

however, VYM does have some limited methods of connecting leaves.

Figure 41: VYM Tree
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Exporting the tree to XML from within VYM gives:

1 <?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?><!DOCTYPE vymmap>

2 <vymmap version="2.9.2" author="Uwe (inventor of vym)" title="" comment=""

3 date="2023-05-05" branchCount="7" backgroundColor="#ffffff"

4 defaultFont="Noto Sans,16,-1,5,50,0,0,0,0,0,Regular" selectionColor="#ffff00"

5 linkStyle="StylePolyParabel" linkColor="#0000ff" defXLinkColor="#3232ff"

6 defXLinkWidth="1" defXLinkPenStyle="Qt::DashLine"

7 defXLinkStyleBegin="HeadFull"

8 defXLinkStyleEnd="HeadFull" mapZoomFactor="1" mapRotationAngle="0">

9 <mapcenter absPosX="0" absPosY="0"

10 uuid="{40b3036b-bac8-4b46-b008-bbf70f076842}">

11 <heading textMode="plainText" textColor="#000000" text=" " />

12 <frame frameType="RoundedRectangle" penColor="#000000"

13 brushColor="#ffffff" padding="0" borderWidth="2" />

14 <branch relPosX="134.35" relPosY="-134.35"

15 uuid="{42feaad9-79ac-45ab-88f6-2e0a2418795e}">

16 <heading textMode="plainText" textColor="#000000" text="  " />

17 <branch uuid="{48d651e7-c5da-4b47-b473-1205be4800d3}">

18 <heading textMode="plainText" textColor="#000000"

19 text=" " />

20 </branch>

21 </branch>

22 <branch relPosX="137.35" relPosY="-29.6497"

23 uuid="{22ae2081-44cc-4aa5-87bf-36c77e57c1ad}">

24 <heading textMode="plainText" textColor="#000000" text=" " />

25 <branch uuid="{e0212e94-d04f-4606-a645-bd5cfe1f5006}">

26 <heading textMode="plainText" textColor="#000000"

27 text=" " />

28 <branch uuid="{6bae5ecb-306c-4a0b-b064-61c534e5152e}">

29 <heading textMode="plainText" textColor="#000000"

30 text=" " />

31 </branch>

32 <branch uuid="{fefbc066-787c-457f-bf8e-1c2646870268}">

33 <heading textMode="plainText" textColor="#000000"

34 text="  " />

35 </branch>

36 </branch>

37 </branch>

38 </mapcenter>

39 </vymmap>
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We can convert the XML to triples with xmlstarlet (“XMLStarlet Command Line XML Toolkit: News”

2023):

1 xmlstarlet sel -t -m //branch/heading -v ../../heading/@text -o "  " -v

@text -n hum.xml↪

Output:

  

  

 

 

 

  

 The Internet and Everything
The number of relations in this example is an edge case of how large a system 3SA can handle

with human cognition limits, but it might be helpful for understanding how the design works.

The Internet and related technology is heavily steeped in graphs. This example uses DNS and

WWW/HTML graphs. It is meant for a network engineer, not a layperson. First, let’s use  to

label some nodes.

 Internet

 Top level domain (TLD)

 Second level domain (2LD)

  Host

 IPV4 Address

 IPV6 Address

 2LD Registration Contact

 TCP Port

 443 w/ HTTPS (website)

The English for the third line is “The Internet the concept of a Second level domain (2LD), which

we will symbolize by .” Did I pick  , because it is Peter Tosh? Most certainly. Peter Tosh is

our host in this schema. (Veix 2016) (Tosh 1984)

ASCII

Using ASCII as triples is also fine:

net ^ lbl ^ Internet

net ~ TLD ^ lbl ^ Top level domain (TLD)

net ~ 2LD ^ lbl ^ Second level domain (2LD)

net ~ hst ^ lbl ^ Host
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net ~ IPV4 ^ lbl ^ IPV4 Address

net ~ IPV6 ^ lbl ^ IPV6 Address

net ~ TCP ^ lbl ^ TCP Port

net ~ TCP ~ 443 ^ lbl ^ HTTPS (website)

It is my take that emoji facilitate human cognition in the above example, but human cognition

often comes at a cost of scaling, primarily because of machine cognition. ( ) Some people find

icons more difficult to follow than text. The priority of 3SA is human cognition, not machine

cognition, so whatever works better for your group wins. I am doubling down in emoji in this

document, but if ASCII is better for you, go for it.

Mary and Bruce

Mary might put up a collection of recipes at a domain called marysfavs.recipes. Bruce might have

another recipe domain that they post to called bruz.hotsauce. Say that Bruce likes a recipe Mary

has. They could place a link to the recipe on their bruz.hotsauce domain favorites page without

Mary doing a thing. Meanwhile there could be a university somewhere that is categorizing all hot

sauces. Bruce might be able to use that, but they don’t have to. We can and will borrow from

the magic of the World Wide Web, and bring it back to the web browser where it lives quite well.

Graph

A graph is a container for the system under analysis, much like Bruce’s burningbruzfoods.hotsauce

domain. Pages, labels, images, dates, and links all work within the graph. It is not required;

however, if you intend to integrate with other graphs, the graph needs to be unique, much like how

if Bruce was only creating recipes for themselves, they could ignore burningbruzfoods.hotsauce

references.

 Deeper
Let’s work with the emoji version, and set up some , , and  .

recipes

hotsauce

recipes marysfavs

hotsauce bruz

hotsauce bruz 2606:2800:220:1:248:1893:25c8:1946

recipes marysfavs 2606:2800:220:1:248:1893:25c8:1946

hotsauce bruz 93.184.216.34

recipes marysfavs 93.184.216.34

recipes marysfavs Mary Jenkins

hotsauce bruz Bruce Smith

hotsauce bruz  www

recipes marysfavs  www

The above triples tell us the TLD, 2LD, IP addresses, Domain Owners, and hosts. Notice that I am

assigning an IP address to a 2LD, even though I have another node that is a host. This illustrates

the mixed support of using a 2LD as a host. It is a bit off from a graph perspective.

Notice that this is hierarchical, following DNS.
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recipes marysfavs  www:

We have a TLD ( ) of recipes, a 2LD of marysfavs, and a hostname (  ) of www,

i.e. www.recipes.marysfavs.

I could enter IP addresses for the hosts, and even TCP 443 w/ HTTPS:

hotsauce bruz  www 93.184.216.34

hotsauce bruz  www 93.184.216.34

The convention I’m using is a pair for each node. The first of the pair is the class, and the second

forms the ID. This means that the node is unique via the path, the stuff delimited by . I don’t

always do this. is a specific instance of , and is the root graph designation.

I am crossing/conflating “domains” from a graph sense. There are multiple things going on,

here. The IP address is part of its own hierarchy/graph based on networking. I am merging the

namespace for the internet with physical aspects. DNS crosses graph domains, going from a

taxonomy to OSI layer 3 and 4.

I’m still not at “a href”, which is a third domain of HTML. To get there, I need to add some new

node types:

 Index

 Page

  Entry

 A HREF hypertext reference

Mary’s website, with the front page listing other pages for dinners and lunches, has a recipe for

Crispy Eel on the lunches Dinners page:

recipes marysfavs  www 1  Dinners

recipes marysfavs  www 1

recipes marysfavs  www 2

recipes marysfavs  www 2  Lunches

recipes marysfavs  www 1  31  Crispy Eel

Notice how these are listed out of order? This triple is a path to the Dinner section and a label:

recipes marysfavs  www 1  Dinners

It is above:

recipes marysfavs  www 1.

We haven’t defined other things, like the title of the index page for the website, that might well

be different than the host or domain name. We don’t even have to know what even means to

know that whoever is writing up this schema asserts that the label for the node:

recipes marysfavs  www 1

is Dinners. This is one of the magical things about triples. It works on the open world assumption.

This helps with collaboration. ( ) As long as everybody agrees on the general schema, the

entire system can come together asynchronously. Knowledge arises from the collaboration,

rather than needing a lot of up-front work. ( ) In this case, a bunch of information about

the dinners and lunches on the site could be done by somebody with zero knowledge of IP
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addresses and domain name resolution. This can be rolled in with other information. Even if bits

of recipes marysfavs  www change, it is relatively easy to plug existing work

into a new schema. (  ) On to !!

Here is Bruce’s website:

hotsauce bruz  www 1  Favorite Links

hotsauce bruz  www 1

hotsauce bruz  www 1  3  Mary’s Crispy Eel

hotsauce bruz  www 1  3  

recipes marysfavs  www 1  31

Note that we added a convention of  to mean the triple is split up between lines. That is a

completely arbitrary choice, but visually it seems to be fine. We got there. We have a model of a

website on the internet, which, at this point in human history for many, is considered everything.

Verification
There are quite a few links in this document. It was created originally in 2023. This can introduce

security issues over time, as the web generally rots. Be vigilant about links you click on. I have

used the bibliography to protect you, as you can see the reference date. If the wayback machine

is still around, use that to see the site in 2023. The integrity of this document itself, particularly

since I am releasing CC0, might also be suspect. Integrity of the 3SA PDF and HTML versions of

this document are verified via RSA signatures (Bondugula 2020).

Click here for the 3SA publisher’s public key. It should match this:

-----BEGIN PUBLIC KEY-----

MIIBIjANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQEFAAOCAQ8AMIIBCgKCAQEAkAMqIU0MfyQEyMv8Tfiu

PufGT1pqxqn/dGXnvoU+r5mTjcFwc/f15ALchhlTP0gmVbHayhPhqJ5zcf3ilC8r

wWaDpsqmKqVZuf7iy3Izt6QV5IE+fXhUXgnkMX+9JfPIJfhz2ubu84OuYw6uKdgm

7Yy/Utsq8J72JSOZNu0Je+6fAC0hHZocOgjJ1tZsTTD6q/Ygx9/9diPsQkzdNQUv

9t+r4M5XyArFbV9yI9OoWLI3vO0SsPvGZXZC5NSVFCtnhKSxUmPXUrDm48Zlsvn5

Nr5CQOWhd7Bpvz/nNPk/Jp9/JZPUJdDya2Ag6Y8hDhd5JP8YSgRwRD2ej2l5LCYS

hQIDAQAB

-----END PUBLIC KEY-----

As long as you trust that I can secure my private key, and you know the content of my public key,

you can verify the integrity with confidence. Note that the public key is also archived here on the

Wayback machine.

For the PDF, verification of the document is described here. Here is what it looks like with the

3sa.pdf of today (2023-05-06). The signature will be different for future dates, but the public key

will be the same:
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1 $ wget https://triple.pub/tri_pub.pem.txt -q -O tri_pub.pem

2 $ cat tri_pub.pem

3 -----BEGIN PUBLIC KEY-----

4 MIIBIjANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQEFAAOCAQ8AMIIBCgKCAQEAkAMqIU0MfyQEyMv8Tfiu

5 PufGT1pqxqn/dGXnvoU+r5mTjcFwc/f15ALchhlTP0gmVbHayhPhqJ5zcf3ilC8r

6 wWaDpsqmKqVZuf7iy3Izt6QV5IE+fXhUXgnkMX+9JfPIJfhz2ubu84OuYw6uKdgm

7 7Yy/Utsq8J72JSOZNu0Je+6fAC0hHZocOgjJ1tZsTTD6q/Ygx9/9diPsQkzdNQUv

8 9t+r4M5XyArFbV9yI9OoWLI3vO0SsPvGZXZC5NSVFCtnhKSxUmPXUrDm48Zlsvn5

9 Nr5CQOWhd7Bpvz/nNPk/Jp9/JZPUJdDya2Ag6Y8hDhd5JP8YSgRwRD2ej2l5LCYS

10 hQIDAQAB

11 -----END PUBLIC KEY-----

12 $ wget https://triple.pub/files/3sa.pdf-sig.hex.txt -q -O sig.txt

13 $ cat sig.txt

14 17a46dbe91722fea1e4916b26fb9302816e1899ae695fdfcf52921020b9e

15 ac69220e63993c6855f91a8689d83293d3bd89acb0d13722a56fb7d3dc29

16 3778469044bef0d13bc632e2850c457bb7611f1744448e1f42c1a428d94b

17 0b77ef572af6a3e079be44e0b806bd1ea8fea97f36ed149df1b35f4fa8c2

18 a47450eb702488ed2ea58b6f8d3eb812670db237357ac4de8bdd034d007c

19 509e3aafd238cd69b678ce4e0d9519a5a54dbd4484ea92085eef8b1b41e0

20 8f21f4b1da18c0f0796a19869b61afcb7450b281c0a76d254aa48682e37c

21 aac0cc03ead9abfdc4f575515e32db0fa2db1b979cd90cdb69de244b3cec

22 235574a8370377fc69ffc31ba8030eb7

23 $ xxd -r -p sig.txt sig.bin

24 $ openssl dgst -sha256 -verify tri_pub.pem -signature sig.bin 3sa.pdf

25 Verified OK

Because of bot mitigation on the main online Triple Pub page, it is necessary to download the zip

file from here. Extract index.html to the local filesystem.

Verify the page like this:

$ wget https://triple.pub/files/index.html-sig.hex.txt -q -O sig.txt

$ xxd -r -p sig.txt sig.bin

$ openssl dgst -sha256 -verify tri_pub.pem -signature sig.bin index.html

Verified OK

 Action
The creation of this document is a form of bootstrap. I can use this to create a consistent set of

triples that generates this document, from OS through to presentation. I don’t intend to mess

much with this document. It stands. That is my action, in addition to being available to apply

these ideas to a system mess that needs human cognition.
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